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Abstract

Telerobotic systems are designed to extend the manipulation capability of users at

different scales to remote and dangerous environments. In the past decade, the avail-

ability of higher computational power, larger variety of commercial haptic devices and

faster means of communication at lower costs have facilitated the rapid development

of haptic technology and new applications that would require an interconnection of

more than one master and slave. Examples of such applications are telementoring of

surgical residents and dual-arm tele-manipulation of objects. These networked sys-

tems are dynamically involved and are often represented by multi-port networks; as

such, the coupled stability analysis and the design of multilateral controllers for these

systems pose a great challenge. This thesis proposes new stability analysis tools and

control architectures for networked telerobotic systems, modelled by lumped multi-

port networks, distributed multi-port networks, and a cascade of two-port networks.

The first methodology deals with extending the Zeheb-Walach absolute stability

theorem, originally developed for microwave systems, to robotic systems represented

by a lumped network. The extended Zeheb-Walach theorem allows for studying a

larger class of networks with marginal stability, such as robotic systems with position

feedback. In the second methodology, a distributed framework for the development

of a stability-guaranteed telerobotic system with any number of masters and slaves
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is proposed. The proposed architecture allows for any number of master or slave

networks, all connected to a simple sharing protocol that governs the dynamic in-

teraction among them. Modular stability analysis of each master or slave network,

regardless of the underlying sharing paradigm, is conducted using the notion of ab-

solute k-stability. In the third approach, Möbius transformation is used to develop a

chain-wise stability analysis methodology to verify the coupled stability of a cascade

of networks. The proposed methodology tracks the transmitted passivity unit disk

of the load through the cascade to the user network and allows for networks in the

cascade that are not passive nor absolutely stable. Due to the modularity of this

methodology, it is more suitable for dynamic distributed systems in which a network

block in the cascade is modified, added or taken out.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Telerobotic systems allow human operators to perform tasks at different scales on

remote environments. In a single-user telerobotic system, a human operator com-

mands a robot to interact with the remote task and receives interaction information

in the form of visual, audio, and/or haptic feedback. The haptic device provides

haptic information, comprising the sense of touch and kinesthetic1 feedback. Among

all of the possible types of feedback, implementing the kinesthetic feedback forms a

closed dynamic loop from the master site to the remote environment. The presence

of uncertain dynamics of the environment and of the operator and the delay in the

communication channel connecting the two sites have made the controller system

design challenging for the control systems society.

Advances in technology have made the computational power, haptic devices, and

faster communication channels commercially available at a cheaper price. This moti-

vates the development of more complex telerobotic systems for more involved tasks.

Multiple slave robots working as a group in a telerobotic setup can be controlled

to accomplish tasks more efficiently, when compared to heavier, bulkier and more

1The sensation by which bodily position, weight, muscle tension, and movement are perceived.
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complex single robots conducting the same task. A system of networked slave robots

features the inherit property of fault-tolerance since it consists of smaller, simpler

and more agile robots, which are easier to be replaced or fixed. Examples include

teleoperation of a group of unmanned aerial vehicles [27], handling a common ob-

ject by a group of remotely controlled cooperative manipulators [3], and minimally

invasive surgery performed by a group of remotely controlled robots [14]. In these

challenging applications, multi-user systems perform the tasks that are difficult, or

even impossible, to be performed by single-user systems. Different architectures and

the application of single and multi-user systems will be explained next.

1.1 Teleoperation and Haptic Simulation Systems

1.1.1 Single-master/single-slave systems

A general schematic of a typical master-slave telerobotic system is shown in Fig-

ure 1.1(a) on the next page. The human operator interacts with the master robot

(haptic device) and sends a command to the slave manipulator through a communica-

tion channel, which can be a serial, ethernet or internet connection. The slave robot

performs the commanded task on the remote environment. Consequently, sensory in-

formation is sent to the operator in the form of audio, visual and haptic feedback. The

haptic channel provides the operator with a sense of remote touch and/or kinesthetic

feedback.

Teleoperation systems have found applications in various areas including distant

space operations [32], exploring deep sea [84], handling materials in nuclear plants

[82], motion/power scaling in cell manipulation [61, 85], added maneuverability in

minimally invasive surgery [92], and MRI-compatible master-slave systems to enhance
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(a) The teleoperation system
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(b) The haptic simulation system

Figure 1.1: (a) A basic structure of a teleoperation system. (b) A haptic simulation
system where the slave robot and virtual objects are digitally implemented
in a computer

accuracy and shorten surgery time [86].

Haptic simulation systems are similar to teleoperation systems except for the dig-

itally simulated slave robot and remote environment dynamics [See Figure 1.1(b)].

In these systems, the operator is kinesthetically coupled to the virtual environment

(object) and feels the virtual sense of touch through the haptic device. One appli-

cation of haptic simulation systems is surgical simulators for training. Cotin et al.

developed a laparoscopic surgical simulation [17], where the operator can interact

with simulated soft tissues. A commercial laparoscopic surgical simulator is shown in

Figure 1.2. Another example is the epidural injection simulator with a haptic guide

that allows the trainee to follow a previously recorded procedure from an expert [18].

Video gaming is another area that haptic simulation systems have found applica-

tion in. Unlike traditional game controllers for Playstation or Xbox, haptic interface

devices let players experience the physical properties of an object like texture and

weight. Novint Technologies, Inc. commercialized Falcon, the first low cost haptic

interface device.
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(a) The operator console (b) The virtual reality environment

Figure 1.2: The laparoscopy surgical simulator helps decrease learning time in a risk-
free environment (image from www.cae.com)

1.1.2 Multi-robot telerobotic systems

Figure 1.3 shows a number of architectures that can be developed from the single-

master/single-slave system. In multi-user systems, the number of users, masters and

slaves, and their degree-of-freedom (DOF) can be different or the same. Different

architectures with some examples will be presented next.

Multi-master/multi-slave systems

In multi-master/multi-slave telerobotic systems, as shown in Figure 1.3(a), each op-

erator commands his/her corresponding slave robot through the master device. Re-

motely operated vehicles (ROVs) controlled by ROV pilots from the shipboard are

examples of cooperative multi-master/multi-slave telerobotic systems. Figure 1.4

shows a van-sized ROV equipped with a dual-arm robotic manipulator and its con-

trol console. Deep-water drilling companies utilize the ROV technology to accomplish

the assigned task safely from the shipboard. These systems were widely used to stop
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(c) The multi-master/single-slave architecture

Figure 1.3: The general architectures of multi-master/multi-slave telerobotic systems.

the oil spilling into the Gulf of Mexico from a blown-out well in 2010 [9].

Another example of cooperative telerobotic systems is the dual-user telerobotic

system developed at the Technical University of Munich, as shown in Figure 1.5. The

system consists of two teleoperators, controlled by two human operators. The task

of repairing a broken pipe is studied in [10].
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.4: A remotely operated vehicle with two manipulator arms, from Schilling
Robotics Inc. (image from [9]).

Figure 1.5: A cooperative teleoperator setup for remote repair and handling tasks
(image from [10]).

Single-master/multi-slave systems

A degree of autonomy is introduced when the number of operators is substantially

fewer than the number of slave robots (see Figure 1.3(b)). For example, Franchi et

al. suggested an autonomous control that maintains a formation among slave robots

while avoiding obstacles and a bilateral mode that enables the human operator to
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initiate the overall motion command from the master site [27]. Similarly, Lee and

Spong used the notion of shaped and locked system decomposition to represent the

autonomous and bilateral modes, respectively [53].

Performance and stability of single-master/multi-slave systems for cooperative

grasping and manipulation of remote deformable objects by multiple slave robots

are studied in [52, 53]. The proposed method introduces an information abstraction

scheme that enables one human operator to control multiple slave robots comfortably

and efficiently. Also, to ensure tight and secure grasping of the object under manip-

ulation in the presence of communication time delay and various human command,

local information exchange among slave robots is applied (shown by dashed arrows

in Figure 1.3(b)).

Multi-master/single-slave systems

In the multi-master/single-slave architecture, see Figure 1.3(c), a number of human

operators cooperate through their master devices in commanding a fewer number of

slaves to conduct a task [46]. Haptic-enabled training and rehabilitation applications

are examples of dual-user/single-slave systems where two operators share control over

a slave robot or a virtual avatar. For example, Nudehi et al. proposed a shared-

control architecture for skill training in telesurgical systems [68]. The setup allows an

experienced surgeon to mentor trainees through cooperatively controlling a surgical

robot. For a less experienced trainee, the tutor dominance is set high and system

exerts forces on trainee’s hand until she/he imitates the action of the tutor truthfully.

In another configuration, the operators share the control of a high-DOFs slave
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robot through their less-articulated master robots [45, 60]. For example, the teleop-

eration system can be composed of one 1-DOF master robot, one 2-DOF master robot

and one 3-DOF slave robot [45]. Complex motions at the remote site are transformed

into simpler and easier motions at the master site, such as grasping, rotating, and

translating.

1.2 Objectives

To obtain this target, the following objectives are defined: The multi-user/multi-

slave systems are dynamically coupled complex systems that are often modelled by

n-port networks (n ≥ 3) or a cascade of 2-port networks. The emerging applications

of these systems ask for more advanced design and analysis tools. The developed

methods for single-master/single-slave systems typically considers the 2-port network

connecting the operator to the remote environment and cannot be trivially extended

to account for modelling aspects and controller design of more complex multi-robot

systems. The scope of this thesis is the extension of existing performance criteria,

definition of novel control architectures, and stability analysis tools to these more

involved multi-master/multi-slave systems.

1. To introduce performance criteria for multi-user systems, which have intuitive

mechanical interpretation.

2. To introduce a lumped-analysis framework when the system is represented by

a lumped master-slave network. This framework is suitable to optimize the

performance of the system, by finding control parameters leading to the least-

conservative design.
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3. To develop a versatile distributed-analysis framework. This best suits applica-

tions whose requirements ask for flexibility in adding more users or slave robots.

4. To address the issue of time-delay. Adverse effects of time delay on performance

have to be considered to make the multi-user design framework applicable to

real-world problems.

1.3 Contributions

1. An extension of the Zeheb-Walach criteria for absolute stability of an n-port

network is stated and proven. While the original theorem states conditions

for asymptotic stability of a network terminated by passive impedances, the ex-

tended version allows for poles on the imaginary axis, which makes it applicable

to a larger class of systems, such as robotic applications with position feedback.

2. A novel dual-user shared control paradigm, realizing a three-way gearbox mech-

anism, is presented. To meet the performance defined by the proposed dual-user

architecture, a multilateral controller is designed and verified through simula-

tion.

3. A framework for the development of a stability-guaranteed telerobotic system

with an arbitrary number of masters and slaves is presented. Modular stability

analysis of each master or slave network, regardless of the underlying sharing

paradigm, is conducted using the notion of absolute k-stability (AKS).

4. A chain-wise stability analysis methodology to verify the coupled stability of

master-slave teleoperation systems modeled by a cascade of networks is pre-

sented. Application of this method to a teleoperation system under time delay
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with explicit position feedback is investigated.

5. The first method for experimental verification of coupled stability is proposed.

It is proven that conducting a set of three experiments namely, locked-slave,

mass-carrying motion, and free motion is conclusive in determining stability

under coupling with all passive loads.

1.4 Thesis Outline

A literature review of the existing stability analysis tools for telerobotic systems will

be presented in Chapter 2. Some preliminary material form control theory that is

essential to understand the rest of the thesis is also presented in this Chapter. Tech-

nical contributions of the thesis are presented in Chapters 3-5. Each Chapter includes

its corresponding mathematical prerequisite, the developed design methodology, and

experimental/simulation results. Chapter 3 presents a lumped analysis framework,

meaning that the telerobotic system is modelled by a single multi-port network. A

distributed design methodology is considered in Chapter 4, where the telerobotic sys-

tem is comprised of simpler telerobot networks all connected to a high-port but simple

sharing protocol.

Chapter 5 is the last contribution of this thesis, also in the chronological order.

Properties of the Möbius transformation and its application to study the coupled

stability of a cascade of networks are presented in this chapter. The first method to

experimentally verify coupled-stability is a side contribution of this chapter. This is

followed by concluding remarks and future works in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review and Preliminary Materials

A quick overview of modelling aspects and performance measures of telerobotic sys-

tems will be provided in this chapter. The rest of the chapter presents stability

analysis tools that will be used in the rest of the thesis for controller system design

and stability analysis.

2.1 Modelling

In the following, we will consider a linear model of the telerobotic system. It can be

obtained through linearizing the dynamics about an operating point [88]. Another

way is to apply feedback linearization methods and cancel the nonlinear dynamics of

the robotic manipulators. This approach requires linearizing feedback signals for the

purpose of cancelling the nonlinear dynamics, which are hard to be accurately imple-

mented without knowledge of accurate dynamic of the system, velocity measurement,

and acceleration measurement. Consider a 1-DOF master-slave teleoperation system
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Master-Slave Network 

Vh Ve 
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− Zt 

Zh 

Local Operator 

F*
h 

− 

+ 

Ze 

F*
e 

− 

+ 

Remote Task 

Figure 2.1: The 2-port master-slave network terminated by the operator and envi-
ronment 1-port networks.

as shown in Figure 2.1, with the linear dynamics

ZcmVh = Fh−Fcm (2.1)

ZcsVe = Fcs−Fe (2.2)

where Zcm=mms+bm and Zcs=mss+bs represent master and slave dynamics, Fcm

and Fcs denote the control signals, Vh and Ve are the master and slave velocities, Fh

is the force exerted by the operator to the master, and Fe is the force exerted by the

environment to the slave.

Human operator arm dynamics is nonlinear and time varying depending on vari-

ous factors such as neuromuscular activities, posture, movement, and fatigue. How-

ever, for simplicity, the operator hand dynamics are often modeled by a linear-time-

invariant (LTI) model such as [50, 66, 79, 100]:

Fh=F ∗
h − ZhVh (2.3)

where F ∗
h ∈ L∞[0,∞) is the arm exogenous force source and Zh is the linear impedance
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of the arm. Furthermore, environments often display a large range of linear or non-

linear dynamics varying from zero impedance, representing free space environment,

to very large impedances, representing stiff environments. A linear model of the

environment is given by

Fe=F ∗
e + ZeVe (2.4)

where F ∗
e ∈ L∞[0,∞) is the exogenous force source and Ze is the impedance of the

environment. While in most stability analysis methods Zh and Ze are considered pas-

sive, more detailed information about their dynamic ranges will make the uncertainty

bound smaller and, hence, less conservative designs can be obtained without violat-

ing stability. For example, a mass-damper-spring model with unknown coefficients

but belonging to a known upper-bound may be used [80]. The range of human arm

stiffness in different postures is reported in [64] and [94].

For defined control signals Fcm and Fcs, the entire teleoperation system can be

represented by the teleoperator or master-slave network (MSN) terminated by the

operator and environment networks, as shown in Figure 2.1. The MSN may be

represented by various network models such as the hybrid model

 Fh

−Ve

=H

Vh

Fe

 , H=

H11(s) H12(s)

H21(s) H22(s)

 (2.5)

where the network matrix H(s) is a function of master and slave dynamics, the

communication channel, as well as the control commands Fcm and Fcs. The MSN

may be modelled by other immittance matrices such as impedance and admittance
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according to [Fh Fe]
T = Z[Vh − Ve]

T and [Vh − Ve]
T = Y[Fh Fe]

T , respectively.

2.2 Performance Measures

2.2.1 Kinesthetic measures for single-user systems

A teleoperator is said to be transparent if the operator feels like she/he is doing the

task in person. From a network theory point of view (Figure 2.1) a teleoperator is

transparent when its corresponding hybrid matrix (2.5) is

Hideal=

 0 1

−1 0

 , (2.6)

governing the following correspondences

 fh(t)=fe(t)

vh(t)=ve(t)
, ∀ 0 ≤ t ≤ ∞. (2.7)

The above equalities ensure that the operator receives an ideal kinesthetic feedback

from the environment, i.e., the transmitted impedance Zt to the operator is equal to

Ze according to

Zt =
Fh

Vh

∣∣∣∣
F ∗
e =0

=
Fe

Ve

= Ze. (2.8)

To obtain coordination between the master position xh and the slave position xe,
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the extra performance requirement

xh=xe (2.9)

is added in addition to the kinesthetic criteria (2.7). This can be achieved by applying

explicit position feedback in the control loop to overcome any position drift caused

by different initial conditions or other sources of uncertainty.

Improved discrimination measures

Alternative definitions of kinesthetic measures consider the potentials provided by

digitally recorded haptic signals to improve operator stiffness discrimination ability.

An example of such improvement is in robotic minimally-invasive-surgery. The kines-

thetic feedback to the surgeon can be altered such that his/her ability to discriminate

a change in tissue compliance improves. As a result, the risk of trauma to soft tissues

can be minimized. This is similar to the same way that digital cameras change our

perception of the world by adding features to the measured digitized snapshot that

cannot be seen with the naked eye. Nowadays digital cameras take more vivid and

crisp pictures that we see with our own eyes.

Force and stiffness discrimination capability follows Weber’s law [29, 59]

∆fh = cfh or
∆fh
fh

= c (2.10)

where ∆fh is the just-noticeable difference in stimulus intensity and is proportional
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to the starting intensity fh. Following Weber’s law, the nonlinear mapping

fh = α|fe|β . sign(fe), β > 1, α > 0 (2.11)

enhances the discrimination capability with ∆fh
fh

> ∆fe
fe

, compared to the traditional

kinesthetic measure (2.7) with ∆fh
fh

= ∆fe
fe

[59].

An optimization-based design can also be applied to maximizing sensitivity func-

tion of transmitted impedance to the environment impedance. For example, Cavu-

soglu et al. suggested maximizing the sensitivity of the transmitted impedance to

environment impedance [12, 20]:

∥∥∥∥Ws
dZt

dZe

∣∣∣∣
Ze=Ẑe

∥∥∥∥
2

(2.12)

where Ws shows the frequency range of interest and the optimization is conducted

about a nominal impedance Ẑe.

2.2.2 Kinesthetic measures for multi-robot systems

The application of a specific multi-robot telerobotic system defines the appropriate

performance measure and a potential control architecture to achieve it. On the other

hand, hardware limitations, such as high-resolution feedback measurements and robot

mechanical specifications, specify the degree of accessible kinesthetic performance

measure. In the rest of this section, we review some of the existing measures proposed

in the literature.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of a cooperative teleoperation system (image from [90]).

Multi-master/multi-slave systems

Consider the multi-master/multi-slave telerobotic system in Figure 2.2. Perhaps the

most natural definition of transparency for this system is the extension of trans-

parency defined for the single-user case, i.e., each operator feels like she/he is doing

the task in person. Toward this extension, a modified definition of transparency in-

cluding a virtual intervening tool between the operators and the environment was

introduced in [90]:

 F i
h = Zdi

t V i
h + αi

fF
i
e

X i
h = αi

pX
i
e

(2.13)

where αi
f and αi

p are force and position scales, respectively, and Zdi
t is the desired

intervening tool impedance for the ith master/slave subsystem. Also, F i
h and F i

e are

the forces exerted by the ith operator and the force that ith slave robot exerts on the
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tool, respectively. With this definition of transparency, operators feel that they are

interacting with the environment through the intervening tool dynamics. A chain

closed by the tool and the slave robots imposes a kinematic constraint on the motion

of the slave robots.

Single-master/multi-slave systems

A degree of autonomy is introduced when the number of operators is substantially

fewer than the number of slave robots. Performance measures can be added at the

remote site to ensure formation among slave robots [27], kinesthetic constraints [24],

collision-free movement [81], and cooperative grasping [52, 53].

Multi-master/single-slave systems

One application of the multi-master/single-slave architecture is in training simulators.

The trainee and the experienced surgeon share the control over a surgical robot.

Consider a dual-master/single-slave system as shown in Figure 2.3 on the next page.

Each operator’s authority over the task is set by the coefficient 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 according

to

x=x1 + α(x2 − x1)=(1− α)x1 + αx2 (2.14)

and the force experienced by each operator is given by

F1=K(x− x1) = Kα(x2 − x1)

F2=K(x2 − x) = K(1− α)(x2 − x1) (2.15)
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of a trainee/trainer system for surgical simulation (image from
[68]).

where K is stiffness of the equal springs connecting the extremities of the lever mech-

anism. The performance given by (2.14)-(2.15) states that operators’ authority over

the task is given by α and 1 − α and the overall position of the slave x is given by

a weighted sum of the operator positions x1 and x2. Also, the force applied to each

operator is proportional to the position discrepancy x2 − x1. The force feedback in

(2.15) does not include a measured environment force Fe. A similar work with a

tunable authority factor is proposed in [46] that includes the measured force Fe in

the controller to improve force feedback from the remote site.

2.2.3 Task-based performance measures

The task-based performance measures quantify the overall performance of the as-

signed task conducted by a telerobotic system. They may include task completion
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time [25], energy consumption [31], position tracking error [31], or stiffness discrimi-

nation ability [59].

Improving compliance discrimination thresholds during soft tissue manipulation

in robotic surgery improves the overall task performance in terms of reducing trauma

and healing time. The effect of linear and nonlinear mapping ((2.11)) on enhanc-

ing the stiffness discrimination thresholds are shown through a set of psychophysics

experiments in [59]. In another work, a study was conducted to verify user perfor-

mance with partial force feedback for robotic surgery applications. It was shown that

eliminating axial force in a simulated artery blunt dissection task did not affect per-

formance noticeably; thus, partial force feedback can be as good as full force feedback

[87].

The effect of different controller structures and the presence of a partner on the

amount of time and energy associated with completing a certain task have been

studied in [31]. Feth et al. studied the performance enhancement in a shared virtual

tracking experiment in which participants were asked to move a 20 kg ball to track

a white line [25]. It has been observed that two humans in collaboration with each

other do the task better in the sense of the root-mean-square of the tracking error. In

another work, the effect of shared-control on the performance enhancement through

measuring completion time of a target-hitting task is studied [73].

2.3 Preliminaries for Stability Analysis

The major sources of stability and performance degradation in teleoperation systems

are uncertainties in human and environment dynamics and the time-delay in the

communication channel. Thus, control system design readily asks for methods that
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ensure robust performance in the presence of such uncertainties.

A time delay issue occurs when the master and slave sites are located far from

each other, causing considerable time for the communication signals to travel between

the two sites (e.g., space teleoperation [89] and underwater robotics [97]). Time delay

can also be due to the limitation in the communication channel bandwidth such as

in the internet or a LAN. Depending on the nature of communication media, a time

delay may be constant (e.g., peer to peer networks) or time-varying (e.g., internet).

As long as delays are varying but bounded, apparent delay at the communication

channel ports can be rendered constant by using buffering techniques [41].

Control design approaches are based on linear stability methods such as Routh-

Hurwitz [30] and Nyquist methods [16, 36], H∞ robust controller design [56, 98],

passivity-based methods [54] and Lyapunov stability theory [51, 91]. Among these

methods, passivity analysis is mainly used to study the stability of closed-loop tele-

operation systems. It has been shown that the human operators’ arm impedance, Zh,

can be considered to display passive dynamics [40] (Figure 2.1). Also, the majority

of environments are passive. As a result, operator and environment can constitute

classes of passive 1-port networks. Passivity analysis tells us that the coupling of

passive networks remains stable. Thus, if a 2-port teleoperator network is controlled

for passivity, the closed-loop system becomes stable. In the remaining of this section,

we will present a formal definition of passivity and absolute stability criteria.

Convention: Throughout this thesis, the matrix Hy relates port variables of

network Ny, vector x
y(t) = [xy

1(t), ..., x
y
n(t)] is an array of time-domain variables, and

vector Xy = [Xy
1 , ..., X

y
n] is the Laplace domain version. The superscript y is used to

distinguish its corresponding parameters of network Ny.
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Figure 2.4: The n-port network N .

2.3.1 Passivity-based analysis

Passivity theory is the most commonly used method to analyze the stability of tele-

operation systems. While the environments with which a slave interacts can display

different known or unknown dynamic behaviour, the majority of environments can be

considered as passive dynamics. Although human limbs exhibit complex, time-varying

and nonlinear behaviour, it has been argued that they display passive dynamics [40].

As a result, the impedance of operator hand and the environment can constitute

classes of passive 1-port networks.

Consider the n-port network N with cross variables F = [F1, ..., Fn] and through

variables V = [V1, ..., Vn], as shown in Figure 2.4. Passivity of N is given by the

following definition.

Definition 1. (Passivity) Network N is passive if and only if there is a non-negative

β constant such that

< f(t)|v(t) >∞=

∫ ∞

0

f T (t)v(t) dt ≥ −β (2.16)

The above definition means that the maximum extractable energy is bounded by
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a finite constant β. For a linear network N with the impedance transfer function F=

Z(s)V, the network passivity can be characterized by checking the positive realness

of Z(s).

Definition 2. (Positive real function) [48] An n×n proper rational transfer function

matrix Z(s) is called positive real (PR) if

• poles of all elements of Z(s) are in the closed LHP,

• for all ω for which jω is not a a pole of any element of Z(s), the matrix Z(jω)+

Z(−jω) is positive semidefinite, and

• any pure imaginary pole jω of any element of Z(s) is a simple pole and the

residue matrix lims→jω(s−jω)Z(s) is positive semidefinite Hermitian.

Now, the passivity of N can be verified through the following Lemma.

Lemma 1. The linear network N with the transfer function Z(s) is passive if and

only if Z(s) is PR.

Proof. See [48].

Theorem 1. (Coupling of passive networks) Consider the coupling of passive net-

works N1 and N2 with the transfer functions Z1(s) and Z2(s), respectively, as shown

in Figure 2.5. The resulting network with port variables (F,V) is stable.

Proof. Stability of the coupling can be shown easily by considering that positive

realness of Z1(s) and Z2(s) results in the positive realness of the function Z1(s)+Z2(s).

As a result, Z1(s)+Z2(s) does not pose unstable poles and zeros. Since zeros of
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Figure 2.5: Coupling of two passive networks is stable.

Z1(s)+Z2(s) are natural frequencies of the coupled networks, it follows that coupling

of two passive networks is stable. [Q.E.D]

Remarks : For the coupling of two 1-port networks, it can be shown that passivity

of the impedance Z1(s) is a necessary and sufficient condition for stability of the

coupling if Z2(s) can be chosen any passive impedance [16].

2.3.2 Absolute stability of a 2-port network

Consider the interconnection of the 2-port network N in Figure 2.6 with any set

of passive loads z1 and z2. An example of this interconnection is the teleoperation

system in Figure 2.1, where the known 2-port master-slave network is terminated

by two passive 1-port networks of the operator arm impedance and the environment

impedance. The absolute stability of the interconnection is given by the definition

below.

Definition 3. (Absolute stability) The network N characterized by the impedance

matrix Z(s) is called absolutely stable if the resulting interconnection with any set of

passive loads z1 and z2 is stable.

If the 2-port network is controlled for passivity, the coupled system is guaranteed

stable for any passive terminations. Passivity of a 2-port network is a conservative

condition, since the network may fail the passivity test and yet it remains stable while
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Figure 2.6: (a) Passivity of Z(s) is a sufficient condition for absolute stability. (b)
Passivity of zin(s) is a necessary and sufficient condition for absolute
stability.

terminated by any passive impedances. Ensuring passivity of the impedance zin gives

the least conservative criteria for absolute stability, summarized by the following

theorem.

Theorem 2. (Llewellyn’s criteria for absolute stability) [39] The 2-port network N

is absolutely stable if and only if

i) Z11 andZ22 are positive real

ii) η(ω) = −Re{Z12Z21}
|Z12Z21| + 2Re{Z11}Re{Z22}

|Z12Z21| ≥ 1, ω ≥ 0

where η(ω) is called the network stability parameter.

Absolute stability analysis guarantees robust stability for coupling with any given

passive impedance. A more relaxed condition for stability can be obtained by incor-

porating the known range of impedances coupled to the 2-port network. For example,

Adams and Hannaford incorporated the minimum and maximum impedance of zh and

ze [2]. In another work, extension of absolute stability for coupling with uncertain

loads belonging to known bound and active loads was studied [34].
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2.4 Linear Stability Analysis Methods

Two approaches to design a robust control system, namely the H∞ method and the

µ-synthesis method, will be presented in this section. These approaches will be used

in the rest of the thesis.

2.4.1 H∞ robust control

The H∞ control design framework is a powerful tool to render a linear system robustly

stable in the presence of additive or multiplicative uncertainties. This framework is

applicable to multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems as well. Also, time-varying,

infinite-dimensional, and nonlinear perturbations can be covered by multiplicative

uncertainties provided that they are given appropriate conic sector 1 [83].

The general framework including the plant P(s) terminated by the uncertainty

block ∆p is shown in Figure 2.7(a). It can be shown that any linear multivariable

system may be rearranged to fit this general framework [103]. The controller K(s) is

said to be a stabilizing controller for the nominal system, i.e., ∆P=0, if

M(s)=Fl(P,K)=

 M11 M12

M21 M22

 ∈ RH∞ (2.17)

where Fl(P,K) is the lower linear-fractional-transformation (LFT). In the following,

we characterize the robust stability of the LFT M(s) terminated by the uncertainty

with ∥ ∆P ∥∞< α.

Theorem 3. (Robust stability) [103] Consider the plant P(s) in Figure 2.7(a) and the

1Let F be a function of x(t). F is inside of a conic sector of a plane, with center slope c and
slope boundaries c± r, if the following inner product holds: [F (x)− (c− r)x].[F (x)− (c+ r)x] ≤ 0.
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Figure 2.7: (a) The general diagram for robust stability analysis of the nominal sys-
tem P(s). (b) The fictitious uncertainty block ∆F is added to convert
the robust performance problem to a robust stability problem.

LFT M11(s) given by (2.17). A stabilizing controller K(s) achieves robust stability

in the presence of uncertainty ∆P if and only if ∥M11(jω)∥∞=supω σ̄[M11(jω)] ≤ 1
α
.

Note that no restriction is put on the structure of the uncertainty block ∆P . The

sufficiency of the above theorem can be easily concluded from the small-gain theorem

since ∥M11(s)∥∞×∥∆P∥∞< 1. The condition in Theorem 3 allows us to give an

alternative definition for the infinity norm ∥.∥∞.

Definition 4. (∞-norm) [103] Consider the unstructured perturbation ∥∆P∥∞ < 1.

The infinity norm can be defined according to

∥M11(jω)∥∞=
1

min{σ̄(∆P ) : det(I −M11(s)∆P )=0}
(2.18)

Robust stability, as defined by Theorem 1, is not a sufficient design index in the
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most practical problems and a performance measure is also required. This can be

remedied by attenuating the output signal vector Z in the presence of disturbance

signals U according to

∥Z∥2
∥U∥2

≤ γ, for γ > 0. (2.19)

It is easy to see that the above performance measure is satisfied if the system is

robustly stable to a fictitious uncertainty block ∆F with ∥∆F∥∞ > 1
γ
. Thus, robust

performance problem can be modified to a robust stability problem as shown in Figure

2.7(b). In this new scheme, the new uncertainty block is:

∆=

 ∆F 0

0 ∆P

 (2.20)

Now, it can be seen that the definition of ∞-norm in (2.18) leads to a conservative

design since it allows for blocks ∆ with any structure. In the next section, this

problem is remedied with a new norm definition that considers the structure of the

block ∆.

2.4.2 Structured singular value and µ-synthesis design

The definition of structured singular value (SSV) or µ-norm is given next.

Definition 5. (µ-norm) [103] Consider the structured perturbation ∥∆∥∞ < 1. The

µ-norm is defined by

µ∆(M(jω))=
1

min{σ̄(∆) : det(I −M(s)∆)=0}
, ∆ structured. (2.21)
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In the above definition, µ∆ shows the dependency on the structure of ∆. The

norm µ∆(M(s)) is called the structured singular value (SSV) of M(s).

The µ-synthesis framework is a powerful tool in robust control system design. For

the purpose of controller design of a telerobotic system the block ∆P represents the

uncertainty in human and environment dynamics connected to the plant dynamic

P(s) with certain dynamics of the master and the slave. Furthermore, the force and

position tracking performance measures can be accounted for by the fictitious block

∆F . Design with µ-synthesis allows for all the benefits of robust design to dynamic

uncertainties, multi-input/multi-output systems, as well as nonlinear time-varying

perturbations covered by multiplicative uncertainties provided that they are within

an appropriate conic sector [56].

There is a fundamental issue in applying the µ-norm in the power-domain vari-

ables, where the cross and through variables are force and velocity, respectively.

Specifically, the uncertainty set in (I −M∆) does not have a H∞-norm even for

simple passive impedances such as 1/s. However, transforming the problem into

scattering-domain remedies the problem since passive impedances have a bounded

H∞-norm. This will be explained with more detail in Chapter 4. Another approach

to apply the µ-norm is to consider multiplicative parametric uncertainties in the hu-

man and environment impedances, modelled by nominal mass-damper-spring systems

with unknown parameters [12, 49].
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2.5 Nonlinear Stability Analysis Methods

Nonlinear design methods directly analyze stability and performance of the system

without the need of implementing an intermediate linearization step. The analysis

is typically conducted in the time-domain through finding a Lyapunov function to

prove the passivity of the teleoperation system. Consider a pair of n-DOF robotic

manipulators as follows:

M1(q1)q̈1 +C1(q1, q̇1)q̇1 = T1 + F1

M2(q2)q̈2 +C2(q2, q̇2)q̇2 = T2 + F2 (2.22)

where qi, Fi, Ti ∈ Rn, i = 1, 2 are the position coordinates, human/environment forces,

and the control inputs, respectively. The matrices Mi,Ci ∈ Rn×n are inertia and

Coriolis matrices such that Mi is positive definite and symmetric, and Ṁi − 2Ci is

skew-symmetric. Lee and Li [51] proved that the energetic passivity of the teleoper-

ator, that is

∫ t

0

(F T
1 q̇1(τ) + F T

2 (τ)q̇2(τ))dτ ≥ −d2, ∀t > 0, d > 0 (2.23)

is guaranteed if and only if the controller passivity condition is satisfied

∫ t

0

(T T
1 q̇1(τ) + T T

2 (τ)q̇2(τ))dτ ≤ c2, ∀t > 0, c > 0, (2.24)

stating that maximum extractable energy from the control block is limited by the

constant c2.

This result is very helpful in control design since it allows for ensuring the energetic
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passivity by just investigating the controller structure. Furthermore, a nonlinear

decomposition is proposed to extract two n-DOF shaped and locked system out of

the 2n-DOF teleoperator network. The locked system governs the dynamic of the

teleoperator system after being completely coordinated. The shaped system governs

the dynamics of the position error.

Lyapunov’s second method has been widely used to analyze the stability of nonlin-

ear robots. Application of this method to guarantee position tracking performance of

a pair nonlinear n-DOF robots has been studied in [69, 70] for time-delayed systems

and in [91] for systems with dynamic uncertainties.

In other work, the L2-gain design of a nonlinear teleoperation system with arbi-

trary nonlinear performance functions was presented in [80]. This approach requires

numerically solving a partial differential equation, called Hamilton-Jacobi-Isaacs. An

alternative approach to the stability analysis of systems with nonlinear performance

functions using circle criterion is reported in [59]. Stability of the system with non-

linear performance functions is proved to increase the stiffness discrimination ability

of the operator.

2.6 Time-Delayed Systems

Maintaining stability in the presence of an imperfect communication lines is an im-

portant issue in control system design. In most application scenarios of cooperative

telerobotic systems or multi-user haptic simulation systems, multiple master and slave

robots are located in different areas. For example, consider a surgical haptic simu-

lation system where the trainer and the trainee are in the same building and they
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Figure 2.8: Different forms of time-delayed telerobotic systems (derived from [63]).

are communicating across LAN or WAN2 [26]. The problem is that non-dedicated

networks suffer from packet loss, limited packet transmission rate and jitter. This

issue becomes more serious in more common data-network such as internet where

there are time-varying delays and varying number of packet loss [22, 23].

The presence of considerable communication time delay degrades stability and

performance of a telerobotic system. It can be shown that the delayed channel is not

passive [5] and the resulting lag in the control loop jeopardizes the stability. The type

of control system is chosen based on the amount of time delay and can be categorized

based on the level of abstraction [63], as seen in Figure 2.8. Supervisory control is

used when the amount of time delay is much higher than human reaction time (order

of seconds); it provides a high level of abstraction and needs low update rates [28].

The model-mediated method derives a simple model of the environment and sends

it to the operator site, where it is haptically rendered to mimic a dynamic behaviour of

the environment [63]. The model anticipates interactions with the environment for the

user. This method is suitable for cases with large time delay, up to several seconds and

with simple environments with slow variation rate. Special attention is given to the

change of system behaviour as model updates or abrupt environment changes occur.

2Local Area Networks and Wide Area Networks
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This method has an advantage over ones which suggest high level supervisory control

at the slave site, where an automatic control need to be implemented. In comparison

to predictive displays that anticipate the motion of the slave [13, 95], model-mediated

approaches use an estimated environment model for force and motion prediction.

When the amount of time delay is below human reaction time (less than hundred

of milliseconds), bilateral high-rate force feedback control can be used; however, even

small amount of delay can destabilize the system. It can be shown that transferring

the scattering-encoded signals, instead of power-domain signals, results in a passive

delayed-communication channel, which accordingly results in a stable closed-loop sys-

tem [4, 67]. The drawback of these methods is that they use a velocity signal instead

of an explicit position signal. Thus, an extra tracking controller has to be imple-

mented to ensure position tracking. Also, the mismatch between the load impedance

and scattering channel impedance causes the wave reflection problem.

Other control methods based on µ-synthesis, H∞ method, and passivity analysis

have been also proposed [50, 55, 56, 98]. In these approaches, the delay block is

considered as a uncertainty with a known band.

2.7 Stability Analysis of Networked Systems

From a network point of view, any telerobotic system can be considered as an in-

terconnection of smaller networks consisting of the master or slave dynamics and

controllers and exchange energy and information through their corresponding net-

work ports. From this perspective, the telerobotic control system design is analogous

to the consensus problem of multiple telerobots (master or slave) linked through a
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grid [27, 57] 3. In addition to position consensus, telerobotic system design requires a

degree of kinesthetic feedback under a set of uncertain environment and human arm

impedances. Stability analysis techniques of the lumped and distributed networks are

explained next.

2.7.1 Lumped network analysis

The “lumped” representation of a telerobotic system, the so-called MSN, includes a

master, a slave, and the communication channel. For this architecture, the coupled

stability analysis is performed on the MSN assuming it is terminated by uncertain

passive blocks of human arm and environment impedances. A number of different

approaches applied to study the coupled stability of the lumped network are explained

next.

Khademian et al. proposed to analyze the absolute stability of a dual-user system

by merging the environment impedance with the 3-port network to create an equiv-

alent 2-port network [47]. The absolute stability of the system is then numerically

studied by applying Llewellyn’s method to the equivalent 2-port network for a large

range of passive environment dynamics. In another work, Mendez et al. derived a set

of conditions on the impedance matrix of the network for passivity and applied it to

analyze the coupled stability of a dual-user teleoperation system [62].

The application of a dual-user system with wave-domain communication channel

is presented in [99]. The issue of different sampling rates of the wave-based channel

is studied through the lumped stability analysis of the system. Other relevant work

also performs stability analysis for the state-space lumped model of the system and

provides a framework to compare different communication coding schemes, power

3Throughout this work, the word“telerobot” refers collectively to master or slave
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domain or multi-rate wave domain; specifically, stability regions for feedback and

coordinating gains are derived for each scheme numerically [77].

An alternate method to analyze robust stability against uncertain terminations is

Integral Quadratic Constraints (IQC) method [74]. The frequency domain approaches

for absolute stability as well as the network passivity methods can be put into the

IQC general framework by considering dynamic or constant multipliers, respectively.

The notion of extending the Llewellyn’s criteria to 3-port networks using the IQC

framework is briefly discussed in [74].

The application of the µ-synthesis method to stability analysis of the lumped

network of a delayed single-user systems [56] and multi-robot systems [90] is another

method to study the robust performance of teleoperation systems.

The drawback of lumped-network analysis is that any controller parameter change

or adding another telerobot requires repeating the entire design procedure for a more

complex network with a higher number of ports.

2.7.2 Distributed network analysis

In the “distributed” analysis, all master and slave telerobots are connected through

a simple protocol network with a high number of ports. The protocol network im-

plements the sharing paradigm designed for the entire system. The stability analysis

of distributed systems includes the stability analysis of the telerobot networks, which

are smaller in size than the entire network. For example, the notion of passivity is

used by Kanno et al. to design for energetically passive master and slave networks,

all connected to a single wave node, which is the protocol network, and exchange
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velocity feedback [44]. More importantly, the offered modularity facilitates the intro-

duction of a higher number of users or slaves, convenient extension to systems under

non-negligible communication channel time delays, and updating the shared protocol

without the need to analyze the entire system for stability. In another work, Nuno et

al. suggested a distributed representation of a network of dissimilar robots controlled

for passivity, which exchange position information through their ports [72].

The work in [42] presents a multi-user architecture for shared haptic interaction

over the internet. As such, the focus of the work is to guarantee the passivity of the

partially connected communication network under time-varying delay, packet loss,

and arbitrary information graph. The notion of “consensus” is defined as the state

coordination of multiple virtual object models, each one run at one operator site.

The consensus is achieved through a PD-type controller. Contributions include op-

timizing the network topology for performance under a limited number of available

communication links.
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Chapter 3

Lumped Analysis of Telerobotic Systems

In this chapter, we set out a framework for the analysis of coupled stability in dual-

user linear teleoperation systems. An extension of the original Zeheb-Walach (EZW)

is used to analyze the coupled stability of the 3-prot governing the dynamics of the

dual-user system. The ZW theorem considers the loci of the roots of the closed-loop

system, while terminated by all passive impedances. Specifically, it is shown that

considering the marginal cases, in which the network is terminated by capacitive and

inductive impedances, is enough on obtaining the boundary of the roots for all passive

terminations.

While the original theorem states conditions for asymptotic stability of a net-

work terminated by passive impedances, the extended version allows for poles on the

imaginary axis, which makes it applicable to a larger class of systems, such as robotic

applications with position feedback. The extended theorem includes conditions on the

Laurent expansion of the elements and the principal minors of the network immittance

matrix. Unlike other methods, the EZW theorem offers a graphical representation of

the loci of the roots of the closed-loop system, which is an indicator of the system

stability margin. The extended theorem is rigorously proved and utilized to study
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Figure 3.1: An n-port network, Z(s), terminated by passive impedances z1, . . . , zn.
The cross variable Fi shows the force signal, the through variable Vi shows
the velocity signal, and F ∗

i shows the exogenous source.

the coupled stability of a new dual-user shared control architecture.

A novel dual-user shared control paradigm, realizing a three-way gearbox mecha-

nism, is presented. A numerical analysis of A.S. of the 3-port network, representing

the shared control architecture, demonstrates the effectiveness of the extended Zeheb-

Walach method.

3.1 Absolute Stability of an n-Port Network

Let an n-port network be characterized by the impedance matrix Z = {Zij}, i, j =

1, . . . , n, such that

F = ZV (3.1)

where F = [F1, ..., Fn] and V = [V1, ..., Vn] are vectors of forces and velocities, respec-

tively, as shown in Figure 3.1. The matrix Z is an n × n matrix of rational transfer

functions Zij(s) in the complex variable s=σ+jω. Terminating the network by a set

of passive impedances zi such that

Re(zi(s)) ≥ 0 for Re(s) ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , n (3.2)
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results in the closed-loop dynamic equation

ZV = F ∗ − ZLV (3.3)

where ZL=diag(z1, . . . , zn) is a block diagonal matrix with diagonal elements z1, . . . , zn,

and the vector F ∗=[F ∗
1 , ..., F

∗
n ] ∈ L∞[0,∞) represents the exogenous inputs.

Definition 6. (Absolute stability) An n-port network characterized by Z(s) termi-

nated by any set of passive impedances ZL(s) is absolutely stable if and only if the

zeros of the determinant |Z(s) +ZL(s)| are not in the right-half-plane (RHP) and all

imaginary zeros are simple.

The above definition ensures that all the n2 transfer functions in (Z(s)+ZL(s))
−1

are marginally stable. Moreover, since zis have infinite values for open-loop termina-

tions, the poles of |Z(s) + ZL(s)| have to remain in the closed left-half-plane (LHP)

for A.S.

A.S. can also be investigated by considering the small gain theorem for the scat-

tering domain representation of the n-port network. The network given in (3.1) can

be represented in the scattering domain by

B = SZA, (3.4)

where A(s) = F (s) + V (s) and B(s) = F (s) − V (s) are the input and output wave

signals and SZ is the corresponding scattering matrix [90, 15]. The load terminations,

i.e., the uncertain dynamics of the operators and environments, are also modelled by

passive block-diagonal pseudo scattering matrices. In the scattering domain, the

unknown passive impedances zis belongs to a class of stable and bounded operators,
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i.e., ∥Szi∥∞ ≤ 1. Applying the small-gain theorem gives sufficient conditions on

the stability of the terminated network, i.e., ∥SZ∥∞ < 1 or the network is passive.

Considering the diagonal structure of the uncertainty block SZL
gives the following

stability condition

sup
ω

µSZL
(SZ) < 1. (3.5)

Therefore, the least conservative stability condition is given by the exact upper-bound

on µSZL
. Similar sufficient condition on stability in the presence of passive uncertain-

ties can be obtained using Integral-Quadratic-Constraint (IQC) framework [74].

3.1.1 Preliminaries

Definition 7. (Zero set of multiparameter functions) Let Q(s, A) be any rational

function in the variable s, which depends on an n-dimensional vector of complex

parameters A = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Dn ⊆ Cn. The zero set V of Q is the collection of all

points si such that Q vanishes for at least one set of parameters, i.e.,

V = {si : ∃A ∈ Dn ∋ Q(si, A) = 0} (3.6)

The boundary of V , denoted by ∂V , is the intersection of the closure of V with the

closure of its complement.

Definition 8. (Principal minors) Let Z be an n×n matrix. Form possible k×k ma-

trices by deleting n−k rows and their corresponding columns of Z. The determinant

of the resulting matrices are called the principal minors of the order k. We denote

by |Zi1,...,ik | the principal minor of order k obtained by keeping rows and columns
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i1, . . . , ik.

Definition 9. (Inners) Let ∆ = ∆N be an N × N matrix. Inner ∆N−2 is achieved

by deleting rows and columns 1 and N . Repeat the manipulation on ∆N−2 to form

∆N−4, and so on. The set of consecutive matrices ∆N , ∆N−2, ∆N−4, · · · , is called the

inner set of the matrix ∆.

3.1.2 Zeheb-Walach (ZW) theorem

Below, we will present and use the original ZW theorem to analyze the coupled

stability of a force-velocity two-channel bilateral control architecture.

Theorem 4. (ZW theorem) [101] A linear n-port network defined by (3.1) and (3.3),

is absolutely stable in the bounded input bounded output sense if, and only if, the

following four conditions are satisfied:

i) |Z(s)| ̸= 0 in the closed RHP and all principal minors of Z(s) (order 1, . . . , n)

are analytic in the closed RHP.

ii) All principal minors of Z(s) of order n and n− 1 are positive for s = 0.

iii) No point of the imaginary axis, s = jω, belongs to the boundary of the zero set

of the function:

Q(s, jx1, . . . , jxn) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Z(s)+


jx1 0

. . .

0 jxn


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
;

x1, . . . , xn∈R (3.7)
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iv) No point of the imaginary axis belongs to the boundary of each of the zero sets

of the following n-1 functions

Qk =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(Z(0) +



0 0

s

jxk+1

. . .

0 jxn



∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
;

k = 1, . . . , n− 1 , x2, . . . , xn ∈ R (3.8)

Marginal working conditions of an absolutely stable network are short and open

circuits and are considered in conditions i) and ii). Condition iii) considers the

marginal case of the network, in which the network is terminated by capacitive and in-

ductive impedances. This is essentially the definition of the well-posedness condition

or similarly structured singular value concept in the face of dynamic linear-time-

invariant (LTI) uncertainties [43]. Simplifying lemmas to find the boundary of the

zero set of Q in condition iii) for 2-port and 3-port networks will be presented in

Lemma 1 and Appendix B, respectively.

The ZW theorem was originally developed for only the impedance (Z) and ad-

mittance (Y) representations of the network [101]. However, the theorem is also

applicable to other members of the immittance class of network matrices, including

the hybrid matrix (H). To see this, we can consider the coupled network, as a termi-

nation of the hybrid matrix with the impedance load zl1 and the admittance load yl2,

or by the diagonal hybrid load matrix HL=diag(zl1,yl2). The characteristic equation
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of the coupled system can then be represented by of a hybrid network matrix termi-

nated by a block-diagonal matrix of passive components, that is |H+HL| = 0, since

|H+HL| = |H−1
22 + y−1

l2 ||H11 + zl1 −H12(H22 + yl2)
−1H21| = |Z+ ZL|.

Conditions i)-iv) do not permit any pole on the imaginary axis. As a result, the

application of ZW theorem is limited to teleoperation systems with no position feed-

back. To overcome this shortcoming, an extended version of the ZW theorem will be

introduced in Section 3.1.3. Below, we will apply the ZW theorem to analyze stability

of a 2-channel force-velocity architecture.

Example 1: Single-User Force-Velocity Architecture :

Consider a 1-DOF teleoperation system, the master and slave dynamics are as-

sumed to be modelled by LTI mass-damper systems as explained by equations (2.1)-

(2.2). Also, the operator’s arm and the environment dynamics are modelled by the

LTI systems given by (2.3) and (2.4), respectively. The control signals for the force-

velocity architecture are given by

Fcm =
kfFe

tcs+ 1
, Fcs = kvVh (3.9)

where the force feedback term, kfFe, is filtered by a first-order low-pass filter (LPF)

to represent the limited bandwidth (1/tc) of the master actuator. The impedance

matrix of the 2-port network using (2.1)-(2.2) and (3.9) is

Z =

 Zcm +
kfkv
tcs+1

kfZcs

tcs+1

kv Zcs

 (3.10)
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In the following, without loss of generality, we assume that mm = ms = 1. Here,

we check the four conditions of the ZW theorem.

i) The zeros of |Z|, given by the roots of s2+(bm+bs)s+bmbs = 0, are in the LHP

for bm, bs > 0. The first-order principal minors of Z, i.e., Z11 and Z22, are analytic in

the RHP (no poles in RHP).

ii) The first-order principal minors at s = 0, i.e., bm + kfkv and bs, and the

second-order principal minor, i.e., bmbs, are positive assuming bm, bs, kv, kf > 0.

iii) The zero set of the 2-parameter function

Q(s, jx1, jx2) = |Z(s) + diag(jx1, jx2)| (3.11)

where x1, x2 ∈ R, should not cross the imaginary axis. The zero set of Q is determined

using the following lemma.

Lemma 2. (Zero set of 2-parameter functions) [101] Let the zero set of

Q(s, x1, x2)=G00(s)+x1G10(s)+x2G01(s)+x1x2G11(s),

x1, x2 ∈ R (3.12)

be denoted by V . Then, all s ∈ ∂V satisfy

q(s) = |G00×G11|2 + 2|G11×G10||G00×G01|+

|G10×G01|2 + 2|G11×G01||G00×G10| = 0 (3.13)

where the cross operator × defines the vector product of the two-dimensional vectors
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a2(σ) = −4t3c(σ + bs)(σ + bm)(tcσ
2 + (bm + bs)tcσ + bmbstc −Kfkv)

a1(σ) = (−8σ6 − 16σ5bm − 16σ5bs − 8σ4b2m − 32σ4bmbs − 8σ4b2s − 16σ3b2mbs −
16σ3bmb2s−8σ2b2mb2s)t

4
c+(−16σ5−32σ4bm−32σ4bs−16σ3b2m−64σ3bmbs−

16σ3b2s−4kfkvσ
3bs−32σ2b2mbs−32σ2bmb2s−4kfkvσ

2bmbs−4kfkvσ
2b2s−

16σb2mb2s − 4kfkvσbmb2s)t
3
c + (4k2fk

2
vσ

2 + 4k2fk
2
vσbs + k2fk

2
vb

2
s + 4kfkvσ

3 +

4kfkvσ
2bm− 4kfkvσb

2
s − 4kfkvbmb2s − 8σ4− 16σ3bm− 16σ3bs− 8σ2b2m−

32σ2bmbs−8σ2b2s−16σb2mbs−16σbmb2s−8b2mb2s)t
2
c+(4k2fk

2
vσ+2k2fk

2
vbs+

4kfkvσ
2 + 4kfkvσbm + 4kfkvσbs + 4kfkvbmbs)tc + k2fk

2
v

a0(σ) = −4(σ + bm)(σ + bs)
2(σtc + 1)3(σ + bm + σ2tc + kfkv + σbmtc)

Table 3.1: Coefficients of the polynomial given in (3.16) for the force-velocity system

corresponding to the complex numbers A and B according to

|A×B| = Re(A)Im(B)− Im(A)Re(B) (3.14)

Furthermore, any point for which q(s) is non-negative, belongs to the zero set V , that

is q(s) ≥ 0⇒ s ∈ V .

The solution to (3.13) gives a family of curves in the complex plane, which are

not necessarily boundary curves. Checking arbitrary points between the curves with

q(s) ≥ 0 determines whether or not each curve belongs to the boundary of the zero

set.

For our example, the coefficients Gij in (3.12) are

G00=(bm + s)(bs + s) G01=(bm + s)j +
KfKvj

stc+1

G10=(bs + s)j G11= −1
(3.15)

and the numerator of q(s) in (3.13) is of the form

a2(σ)ω
4 + a1(σ)ω

2 + a0(σ) (3.16)
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Figure 3.2: Examining condition iii) for force-velocity architecture. (a) Zero set
boundaries of F for kf = kv = 1, bs = 1.5, tc = 0.8. (b) Potential
instability for tc = 0 or unlimited force feedback bandwidth.

where s := σ + jω and ai, i = 1, 2, 3 are given in Table 3.1.

Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) show typical boundaries, obtained from solving for the

zeros of (3.16) for various bm and bs. The solutions are found numerically using

MATLAB symbolicmath toolboxTM . It takes less than 2 seconds to compute and plot

the zeros on a 2.83 GHz processor for each parameter set. To find analytical conditions

that would satisfy condition iii), one should check the conditions upon which the

solutions of q(s) = 0 do not cross the imaginary axis, that is conditions upon which

q(0+jω) = a2(0)ω
4+a1(0)ω

2+a0(0) = 0 has no real solution for ω, or no non-negative

real solution for ω′ = ω2. Below, we show that this is equivalent to satisfying

kfkv ≤ bmbstc (3.17a)

kfkv < (
√
3 + 2)bm (3.17b)

which states that increasing the system loop gain through an increase in kf and kv

should be compensated with higher damping gains bm and bs to maintain coupled
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stability.

The discriminant for the second-order equation for ω′ in (3.16) is a21 − 4a0a2. In

order to ensure that ω′ is complex or ω′ < 0, either a1(0)
2 − 4a0(0)a2(0) < 0 should

be satisfied or a0(0)
a2(0)

> 0 and −a1(0)
a2(0)

< 0 if a21(0) − 4a0(0)a2(0) > 0. Since a0(0) < 0,

the inequality a2(0) > 0 cannot satisfy any of the above two condition sets. As a

result, a2(0) < 0 must satisfy, which lends to (3.17a). If a2(0) is not small enough to

make a21(0)− 4a0(0)a2(0) < 0, then

a1(0) =(k2
fk

2
v − 2kfkvbm − 3b2m)b

2
st

2
c+

(k2
fk

2
v−b2mb2st2c) + (4kfkvbmbstc−4b2mb2st2c)+

(2k2
fk

2
vbstc−2kfkvbmb2st2c) < 0 (3.18)

must satisfy, which when combined with (3.17a) yields (3.17b).

The effect of the filter time constant, tc, in stabilizing the system is shown by

determining the asymptotes in Figure 3.2(a), which are the zeros of a2(σ) and are

given by

σ1,2=−bm−bs±
√

(bm−bs)2+ 4kfkv
tc

, σ3,4=−bm,−bs (3.19)

When tc=0, the asymptotes vanish, as can be seen in Figure 3.2(b). Therefore,

independent of bm and bs, the boundary crosses the imaginary axis at some frequency.

Hence, the closed-loop system is potentially unstable for all positive kv,kf >0. This

result is also consistent with [33] and [38], where they showed that A.S. condition is

only satisfied over a limited frequency range.
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iv) The zero set of

Q1(s, jx2)= |Z(0) + diag(s, jx2)|; x2 ∈ R (3.20)

is s = −bm−−kfkvx
2
2

b2s+x2
2
−kfkvbsx2

b2s+x2
2
j which does not cross the imaginary axis, for bm, kv, kf >

0.

It should be noted that for this example a set of analytical stability conditions

could be derived, while for more complex controllers equation q(0+jω) = 0 might

be of higher order. In such cases, a numerical as opposed to an analytical solution

would be a feasible option to exercise. One drawback of the numerical method is that

any uncertainty in the robots models, which always exists in practice, would require

unpredictable changes to the range of control gains for stability.

3.1.3 Extended Zeheb-Walach (EZW) theorem

As stated earlier, the ZW theorem permits no poles on the imaginary axis. To over-

come this shortcoming, an extended version of the ZW theorem is presented as follows.

Theorem 5. (EZW theorem) An n-port network defined by (3.1)-(3.3) is absolutely

stable if, and only if, the following four conditions are satisfied:

i) |Z(s)| ̸= 0 in the RHP and all principal minors of Z(s)(order1, . . . , n) are analytic

in the RHP with simple imaginary poles.

ii) All principal minors of Z(s) of order n and n−1 are positive for s=0, if they are

analytic at s=0; otherwise, the corresponding coefficient of the first term in the

Laurent expansion of the principal minor, i.e., the coefficient of s−k for the pole

of order k at zero, is positive.
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iii) The boundary of the zero set of Q(s, jx1, . . . , jxn) is in the closed LHP where Q

is defined in (3.7).

iv) The boundary of the zero set for each of the n− 1 functions

Qk(s) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Z(sϵ) +



0 0

s

jxk+1

. . .

0 jxn



∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
;

k = 1, . . . , n− 1 , x2, . . . , xn ∈ R (3.21)

is in the closed LHP, where sϵ = 0 for analytic systems at s = 0 and sϵ = ϵj for

systems with poles at s = 0, where ϵ is an arbitrarily small number.

The necessity and sufficiency proofs are provided in Appendix A. Similar to the

original ZW theorem, the EZW theorem also applies to the class of immittance net-

work matrices. For systems with simple poles on the imaginary axis other than s = 0,

condition ii) has to be checked for those poles as well. Condition iii) has remained the

same. In condition iv), the point sϵ could be replaced by any point on the imaginary

axis arbitrarily close to the open-loop imaginary pole si of Z(s), that is sϵ = si ± ϵj.

Next, we will use the EZW theorem to analyze the stability of a force-position

teleoperation control architecture.

Example 2: Single-User Force-Position Architecture :

Consider the single-user teleoperation system of Example 1, with the master and
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slave dynamics stated in (2.1)-(2.2). The control commands Fcm and Fcs implement-

ing a force-position control architecture are given by

Fcm = kfFe , Fcs =
kp(Vh − Ve)

s
(3.22)

The dynamics of the master-slave two-port network can be represented by the impedance

matrix

Z =

 Zcm +
kfkp
s

kfZcs +
kfkp
s

kp
s

Zcs +
kp
s

 (3.23)

As before, we assume that mm = ms = 1, and check the four conditions of

Theorem 5:

i) The roots of |Z(s)| = s2 + (bm + bs)s + bmbs + kp +
kpbm
s

= 0 are at −bm and

−bs±
√

b2s−4kp

2
, which are in the LHP for bm, bs > 0. Also, the principal minors of order

1, i.e., Z11 and Z22, are analytic in the open RHP.

ii) The coefficients of 1
s
in Z11 and Z22 are kfkp and kp, respectively, which are

positive for kp , kf > 0. The coefficient of 1
s
in the second-order principal minor, i.e.,

|Z(s)|, is kpbm, which is positive.

iii) The zero set of the 2-parameter function Q in (3.11) should lie in the closed

LHP. To calculate the zero set using Lemma 2, the coefficients Gij in (3.12) are

obtained as

G00=
(bm+s)(s2+bss+kp)

s
G10=(bs + s)j + kpj

s

G01=(bm + s)j +
kfkpj

s
G11=−1

(3.24)
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The polynomial q(s) in (3.13) is of the form

q(σ + jω) =
a2(σ)ω

4 + a1(σ)ω
2 + a0(σ)

ω4 + 2σ2ω2 + σ4
. (3.25)

Below, we show that condition iii) is equivalent to satisfying

kfkp ≤ bmbs (3.26a)

kfbs ≤ 4bm (3.26b)

As described in Example 1, the position of the asymptotes are the solutions to

a2(σ) = 0 and are given by

σ1,2 = −
(bm + bs)

2
±

√
(bm − bs)2 + 4kfkp

2

σ3,4 = −bm,−bs (3.27)

For σ1,2 to be non-positive, the condition (3.26a) should be satisfied.

In addition, the solutions to q(0 + jω) = 0, which denote the crossings with the

imaginary axis, are

ω2 = −
kfk

2
p(4bm − kfbs)

4bm(bmbs − kfkp)
(3.28)

The condition for avoiding crossing with the imaginary axis, i.e., ω2 ≤ 0, together

with condition (3.26a) yield the second stability condition (3.26b).

The upper-bound restriction on kpkf , imposed by (3.26a), limits the transparency
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performance [19] and the choice of the controller gains for improved tracking error.

Figure 3.3 illustrates the typical boundaries of the zero set of Q for different system

parameters. Specifically, Figure 3.3(b) shows how increasing the master damping gain

stabilizes the system by moving the boundary to the LHP.

iv) The zero set of

Q1(s, jx2) = |Z(ϵj) + diag(s, jx2)|; x2∈R (3.29)

when ϵ→ 0 is s = −bm + jkfx2, which is always in the LHP for bm > 0, regardless of

the values of kf and x2.

Verification using Llewellyn’s Criteria: Here, we verify our results using Llewellyn’s

A.S. criterion, which states that a 2-port network is absolutely stable if, and only if,

the following two conditions hold [39]

i) Z11 andZ22 are positive real

ii) η(ω) = −Re{Z12Z21}
|Z12Z21| + 2Re{Z11}Re{Z22}

|Z12Z21| ≥ 1 (3.30)

for all ω, where η(ω) is called the network stability parameter. For our impedance

matrix, Z11 and Z22 are positive real for kf , kp > 0. Condition ii) can be simplified

to

(4bsb
2
m−4kfkpbm)ω2+4kfk

2
pbm−k2

fk
2
pbs ≥ 0 (3.31)

Conditions (3.26a) and (3.26b) are sufficient to satisfy (3.31), and are necessary to

meet (3.31) at very small and very large frequencies, that is ω → 0,∞.
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Figure 3.3: Examining condition iii) for force-position architecture with kf = kp = 1.
(a) Potential instability occurs for bm = bs = 0.8 when kfkp > bmbs is
violated and the boundary crosses the imaginary axis. (b) Varying master
damping gain from bm = 0.7 to bm = 1 stabilizes the system by moving
asymptotes toward LHP. (c) Marginally absolutely stable system when
kfkp = bmbs. The asymptotes converge to the imaginary axis but do not
cross the axis for bm = bs = 1.

3.2 Coupled-Stability of Dual-User Systems

In this section, we will introduce a new control architecture for dual-user teleoperation

systems that will implement a 3-way gearbox mechanism. The proposed multilateral

controller that exchanges positions and forces among masters and slave, allows for

shared control of the slave. We will further apply the EZW theorem to the 3-port

network representing the teleoperator and its multilateral controller in order to discuss

the A.S. of the network.
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3.2.1 New shared control concept

Figure 3.4 shows a simple 3-way mechanical gearbox, which demonstrates the ba-

sic concept of the proposed dual-user shared manipulation system. Each operator

interacts with the 3-way gearbox through a rack and pinion mechanism and moves

the shared common tool, represented by the impedance Zcs. The authority of each

operator over the task is adjusted by the corresponding gear ratio, α for operator 1

and (1 − α) for operator 2. The net force exerted on the slave is a weighted sum of

Fh1 and Fh2 and the environment force. Equations governing the dynamics of the

gearbox are

αFh1 + (1− α)Fh2 − Fe = ZcsVe (3.32)

Vh1 = αVe (3.33)

Vh2 = (1− α)Ve (3.34)

where it is assumed that the inertia and friction of the gearbox compared to the

dynamics of the common tool is negligible. An impedance representation of this

system does not exist. However, there always exists at least one hybrid representation

for any n-port network [4]. We consider the following hybrid representation of the

system


Vh1

Vh2

Fe

 =


0 0 −α

0 0 −(1− α)

α (1− α) Zcs




Fh1

Fh2

−Ve

 (3.35)

The resulting 3-port network is passive as the 3-way gearbox is passive by nature.
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As a result, the coupled system is stable for all passive terminations. For the above

system, the transmitted impedance to operator 1 is

Zto1 =
1
α2Ze +

(1−α)2

α2 Zh2 +
1
α2Zcs (3.36)

which is a linear combination of the dynamics of the slave robot, the other operator,

and the environment.

3.2.2 Multilateral control architecture

The 3-way gearbox mechanism can be realized in a dual-user teleoperation system,

using a multilateral control architecture, allowing two users to conduct a task in

shared environment. We assume that each user is connected to the gearbox through

a master, represented with the dynamics

ZcmiVhi = Fhi + Fcmi, (3.37)

where Zcmi, i = 1, 2 denotes the dynamics of each master, and Fcmi represents the

control command for each master which is set according to

Fcm1=−kf
(
Fe−(1−α)Fh2

)
+
kp
s
(αVe−Vh1)−(1−α)Fh1

Fcm2=−kf (Fe−αFh1)+
kp
s
((1−α)Ve−Vh2)−αFh2 (3.38)

The force feedback that each operator experiences is a combination of the environ-

ment force and the force exerted by the other operator, similar to the case when both

operators directly interact with the gearbox in (3.32). A position feedback term is also
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Ve Fe 

Ze Zcs 

Figure 3.4: Shared control over the task through a three-way gearbox. The authority
of each operator is adjusted by the corresponding gear ratio.

added to each master controller to ensure position coordination, as in (3.33)-(3.34).

The slave control command Fcs is a linear combination of the operator forces,

depending on the gear ratio, that is

Fcs = kf

(
αFh1 + (1− α)Fh2

)
(3.39)

The above system described by (3.37), (3.38), and (3.39) constitutes a 3-port network

that is terminated by the impedance of the operators’ arms and the environment. The

hybrid-matrix representation of this network is given by

H =


α(1−k2f )s

kp+sZcm

(1−α)(1−kf )kf s

kp+sZcm

−αkp−kf sZcs

kp+sZcm

α(1−kf )kf s

kp+sZcm

(1−α)(1−k2f )s

kp+sZcm

−(1−α)kp−kf sZcs

kp+sZcm

αkf (1− α)kf Zcs

 (3.40)

It can be seen that the above hybrid matrix converges to the ideal matrix in (3.35)

when kp → ∞ and kf → 1, faithfully implementing the mechanical gearbox system.
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The network impedance matrix can be derived from (3.37)-(3.39) as

Z =
1

2(0.5+kf )(1−kf )s
×

2(1 + kf )(s
2+bms+kp) −2kf (s2+bms+kp) kp+2kf (s

2+bss)

−2kf (s2+bms+kp) 2(1+kf )(s
2+bms+kp) kp + 2kf (s

2+bss)

kf (s
2+bms+kp) kf (s

2+bms+kp) (1+kf )s
2+(1+kf )bss+kpkf


(3.41)

The position scaling for the masters makes the control architecture suitable for

applications where position contribution of each user is different, such as in training

for playing golf and tennis, where the trainer’s grip has a closer distance to the club or

the racket head [31, 76]. The suggested gearbox architecture uses two complementary

coefficients, i.e., α, 1−α. A general architecture may use arbitrary sharing coefficients

α1, α2 > 0.

For kf = 1, the transmitted impedance to operator 1 is

Zto1 =
1− α

α

(1− α)kp + sZcs

αkp + sZcs

Zh2 +
1

α

kp + sZcm

αkp + sZcs

Ze

+
Zcs

α

kp + sZcm

αkp + sZcs

(3.42)

where, without loss of generality, the dynamics of the two masters are assumed to be

similar, that is Zcm := Zcm1 = Zcm2. For large kp, Zto1 converges to the impedance

transmitted by the gearbox system in (3.36). Compared to the shared control ar-

chitecture in [46], the transmitted impedance is linear in terms of the impedances

of the environment and operator 2, whereas in [46] the separation is non-existent.

This advantage of the proposed controller is due to the physically-motivated nature
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of the system. In addition, the proposed control architecture stems from a 3-way

gearbox mechanical system that is passive by nature. As a result, intuitively, it is

less likely that the new controller becomes potentially unstable. On the other hand,

the shared control architecture in [46] is marginally absolutely stable under negligible

time-delays. If due to practical reasons, the acceleration-related terms are eliminated,

the network becomes potentially unstable [47].

Figure 3.5 shows a typical response of the system obtained from the simulations

for α=0.5, that is when both operators equally share the control in pressing against

an object with stiffness 500 N/m at the position Xe=±0.5 m. We model operators

as damper-spring position-tracker systems [54]:

Fh1=50(X∗
h1−Xh1)−40(Vh1)

Fh2=25(X∗
h2−Xh2)−20(Vh2) (3.43)

where X∗
h1 =X∗

h2 = 0.51 sin(0.2t) represent the desired position, 50X∗
h1 and 25X∗

h2,

the exogenous force generated by the operators, and Xhi, i=1, 2, the position signal

for the corresponding operator/master. The controller parameters are chosen from a

set that guarantees A.S. of the network and will be derived in the next section. The

simulation results show that the controller faithfully realizes the gearbox concept in

cooperative manipulation, where operators’ positions are scaled environment position

and the average of the operators forces act on the environment.

3.2.3 Coupled stability analysis

We now check for the A.S. of the Z matrix of the 3-port network for α = 0.5, and

mm = ms = 1.
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Figure 3.5: Simulation results for the proposed shared control architecture, α=0.5,
bm= bs=1.5, kf=0.9, kp=2. According to (3.32), a weighted average of
operator forces is applied to the environment. Also, the master positions
are scaled versions of the slave position, see (3.33)-(3.34).

i) The determinant of Z is given by

|Z(s)| = 2(s+ bs)(s
2 + bms+ kp)

2

(1− kf )2(0.5 + kf )s2
(3.44)

which is analytic in the LHP. The zeros of |Z(s)| are −bs and
−bm±
√

b2m−4kp

2
, which

are in the LHP for bs > 0 and bm > 0. The principal minors of order 1, that is Z11,
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Z22, and Z33 and the principal minors of order 2, that is

|Z1,2| :=

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Z11 Z12

Z21 Z22


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣=

2(s2+bms+kp)
2

(1−kf )2(0.5+kf )s2
(3.45)

|Z2,3|= |Z1,3| :=

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
 Z11 Z13

Z31 Z33


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ =

(s2 + bms+ kp)(s
2 + bss+ kfkp/2)

(1−kf )2(0.5+kf )s2
(3.46)

are analytic in the open RHP with poles at s = 0.

ii) The coefficient of 1
s2

in the Laurent series of the principal minor of order three,

given in (3.44), is
2bsk2p

(1−kf )2(0.5+kf )
. The coefficients for the principal minors of order two,

given in (3.45) and (3.46), are
2k2p

(1−kf )2(0.5+kf )
and

kfk
2
p/2

(1−kf )2(0.5+kf )
. These coefficients are

positive provided bs > 0 and kp > 0.

iii) Checking this condition is carried out using Lemma 4 in Appendix B. First,

function Q in (B.1) is constructed symbolically and is then parameterized as in (B.2)

to obtain

G000= |Z|, G001=j|Z1,2|, G010=j|Z1,3|, G011=−Z11,

G100=j|Z2,3|, G101=−Z22, G110=−Z33, G111=−j (3.47)

and the gi(s) functions. Equation (B.4) is numerically evaluated to obtain a family

of curves. Then, testing a number of points with conditions given in (B.5) deter-

mines which curve is the boundary. Figures 3.6(a)-3.6(c) show the boundary plots

for different parameters.
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iv) The zero set of

Q1(s, jx2, jx3)=|Z(sϵ)+diag(s, jx2, jx3)|; x2, x3∈R (3.48)

Q2(s, jx3) = |Z(sϵ) + diag(0, s, jx3)| ;x3 ∈ R (3.49)

when sϵ → 0 are at s = −4bs/kf−j(x2+4x3/kf ) and s = −4/kf (bs+jx3), respectively,

which are always in the LHP for bs > 0.

Conditions i), ii) and iv) are met as long as the system and controller gains are

positive. Condition iii) is met for a range of system and controller parameters. Figure

3.6(a) demonstrates a case when the condition is violated. By increasing damping

gains bs = bm to 1.5 in Figure 3.6(b) or decreasing force feedback gain kf to 0.8

in Figure 3.6(c), the system becomes absolutely stable. Figure 3.6(d) displays a

range of (kp, kf ) for which the system is absolutely stable for three different values

of gear ratio α. The stabilizing region enlarges as α moves from 0 or 1 towards the

mid-point α= 0.5. This implies that a symmetrical system provides a larger set of

stabilizing gains. For asymmetric control systems, the stabilizing region may no longer

be maximized at α=0.5. The plot shows a upper-bound on kp and kf , given a kf or

kp, respectively. This restriction on the controller gains, similar to the single-user case

in (3.26a), imposes restrictions on the system performance. For example, for kf close

to unity and α=0.5, the gain kp is restricted to unity. From (3.42), this restriction

results in a distorted feel of the environment impedance by operator 1. Figure 3.6(d)

also illustrates the trade-off in the choice of kp and kf , similar in principle to that

in the single-user system in (3.26a), in the sense that as one parameter increases the

other one should decrease.

The effect of the controller gains on the steady-state tracking error can be also
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Figure 3.6: A.S. analysis of a dual-user teleoperation system. Figure (a) shows a case
where the boundary crosses the imaginary axis and hence condition iii) is
violated, kf = 0.9 , kp = 4 , bm = bs = 1 , α = 0.5. Figure (b) and (c) show
stabilizing the system with increasing the damping gains to bs = bm = 1.5,
and with decreasing kf to 0.8, respectively. Figure (d) shows stabilizing
gains for different gearbox ratios, α, bm = bs = 1. The largest region is
for the symmetric case, α = 0.5.

studied. Assuming a spring-type environment, i.e., Fe = keXe, and α = 0.5, the

steady-state error between the positions of the master 1 and the slave for a step input

applied by operator 1, i.e., F ∗
h1 = 1/s and F ∗

h2 = 0, is derived as

errss=lim
s→0

s(Xh1 − 0.5Xe)=0.5
1− k2

f

kp
(3.50)
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As kf becomes closer to unity and kp increases, the mechanical gearbox system is

faithfully implemented. This results in reduction in position tracking error and net-

work transparency for operator 1, see (3.36). However, there is always a trade-off

between stability robustness and performance for kp and kf , similar to the one in the

single-user system in (3.26a) and (3.26b). As can be seen in Figure 3.6(d), the above

choices of the controller gains will push the system into a potentially unstable region.

The EZW method has been developed for the analysis of networks with two, three

and higher number of ports. Although Llewellyn’s criterion is more straightforward

than the EZW method in tackling coupled stability of systems represented by 2-

port networks (e.g. 1-DOF single-master/single-slave systems), the EZW method is

capable of handling systems modelled by 3-port networks. This includes 1-DOF dual-

master/single-slave and single-master/dual-slave teleoperation systems. For systems

represented by a higher number of ports, such as in multi-DOF systems, other meth-

ods for numerical computation of the zero sets of multi-parameters functions, such as

the resultant method can be used [102].

3.3 Summary

The application of the ZW theorem for the analysis of A.S. of teleoperation systems

represented by multi-port networks has been considered. Other contributions of the

chapter are in showing the applicability of the ZW method to systems represented

by hybrid networks, and in deriving analytical conditions for coupled stability of the

single-user FP and FV systems. These derived conditions are of practical importance

and have not been reported before.

The mathematical derivations of the ZW method are simply implemented using
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MATLAB Symbolic Math Toolbox. This allows for deriving the boundary equations

for the given examples in less than a few seconds. These equations are also solved

using simple numerical routines for a given set of parameters. The rapid numerical

approach allows us to better understand the effect of the system and control parame-

ters on the coupled stability of the multi-port system. For 2-port networks, Llewellyns

method might come across as a more efficient method in terms of the number of steps

required to analyze coupled stability; however the EZW method works well with sys-

tems represented by 3-port networks, such as dual-user teleoperation systems. For

systems with such degree of added complexity, analysis of coupled stability is ex-

pected to be more challenging. Dualuser teleoperation and haptic systems that allow

collaborative or competitive operations have received significant attention over the

past few years and their applications are growing steadily.

While the ZW theorem states conditions for asymptotic stability of a coupled

network [101], we developed an extended version, called EZW, for robotic applications

where they incur poles at the origin due to the use of position feedback. Application

of the method to 2-channel teleoperation architectures showed how the boundary of

the zero set provided a better understanding of the system stability margin.

The realization of the 3-way passive gearbox mechanism concept in teleoperation

is original and has not been reported before. Using the concept of a 3-way gearbox

mechanism, we introduced a new multilateral shared control architecture for dual-user

teleoperation systems. In this system, the operators contribute to the force applied

by the slave to the environment and are both provided with kinesthetic force feedback

from the remote task. The analysis of the proposed multilateral control architecture

is at a preliminary stage. This requires the evaluation of transmitted impedances and
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a full user study assessment using experimental data, which can be explored in future

work.
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Chapter 4

Distributed Analysis of Telerobotic Systems

A framework for the development of a stability-guaranteed telerobotic system with

an arbitrary number of masters and slaves is considered in this chapter. The method

starts from a single-master/single-slave force-velocity control architecture, where the

lumped 2-port master-slave network is split into a distributed system of two multi-

port master and slave networks. Additional masters and slaves can be introduced by

adding similar multi-port networks that are connected to a simple sharing protocol

that exchanges kinesthetic feedback among them. Modular stability analysis of each

master or slave network, regardless of the underlying sharing paradigm, is conducted

using the notion of absolute k-stability (AKS). The entire system network is stable

if each master and slave multi-port network is AKS. Position correspondence can

be obtained by adding a novel auxiliary coordinating controller that preserves the

AKS of the master and slave networks. The stability and kinesthetic performance

of the proposed control system are analyzed numerically and experimentally for a

dual-master/single-slave telerobotic system.
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4.1 Overview

This work sets out a framework for developing a stability-guaranteed network of

telerobots. Each telerobot is represented by a 3-port network, terminated by the

impedance of operator/environemnt at one port and exchange feedback signals at

the other two. Velocity and force signals are transmitted (received) through two

flow (effort) variables, allowing a distributed implementation of a 4-channel control

architecture [50]. The extension to a multi-robot 4-channel architecture is, then,

obtained by connecting telerobot networks to a shared protocol network, governing

the kinesthetic correspondence among all robots.

Analyzing the stability of the interconnection of networks coupled with uncertain

passive terminations is studied using the notion of AKS proposed by Bhaya and

Desoer [7], for each subsystem network. AKS is the extension of absolute stability for

a more general class of uncertain block-diagonal matrices. The AKS of a linearized

telerobot about an operating point is verified by checking the µ-norm for a structured

uncertainty block corresponding to the information channel structure [88].

As will be seen later, the proposed approach meets a sufficient condition for the

stability of the interconnection, and as a result it is more conservative compared to the

methods that focus on the coupled stability of the lumped MSN. However, it is less-

conservative than the methods guaranteeing the passivity of the subsystems, where

no structure restriction is put on the uncertainty (full-block uncertainty). More im-

portantly, the modularity of the proposed methodology facilitates the introduction of

higher number of users or slaves, convenient extension to systems under non-negligible

communication channel time delays, and updating the shared protocol without the

need to analyze the entire system for stability. Compared to the works reported in
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[42, 44, 71], the 3-port representation of each telerobot allows for kinesthetic consensus

through providing both velocity and measured force feedback.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents the defini-

tion of AKS followed by a discussion on the stability of interconnection of k-stable

networks. Section 4.3 presents an application example of 2-channel and 4-channel

single-user cases with generalization to dual-user systems. The application of the

suggested distributed method to a multi-user system under constant time-delay is

discussed in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 presents experimental results and section 4.6

finalizes this chapter with concluding remarks and elaboration on possible future

works.

4.2 Absolute k-stability of Networks

In this section, we introduce the notion of AKS of an n-port network. AKS is a general

coupled stability condition that encompasses both the passivity and the absolute

stability of a given network. Using the notion of AKS in Section 4.3 provides us

with the benefit of modular design for a stability-guaranteed distributed network, as

the interconnection of telerobot networks designed for AKS is stable. We first start

with a new generalized representation of n-port networks and formal definitions for

k-termination and AKS.

4.2.1 Representation of n-port networks

Let f(t) = [f1, . . . , fn] be an n-dimensional space of effort variables and let v(t) =

[v1, . . . , vn] an n-dimensional space of flow variables. The n-port network N is de-

fined by n pairs of power variables (fi, vi), i = 1, . . . , n. The hybrid matrix H(s), in
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the complex variable s, defines the relation between the port variables of the linear

network N by

Co = H(s)Cin (4.1)

where the vectors C o and C i are a combination of effort and flow variables given by

Co =

[
F1 . . . Fr Vr+1 . . . Vn

]T
Cin =

[
V1 . . . Vr Fr+1 . . . Fn

]T
(4.2)

The above hybrid representation is general and covers all immittance representations,

including impedance for r = n and admittance for r = 0. The inner product < f|v >

is the instantaneous power delivered to the network. The external energy supplied to

the network during the time interval [0, T ] is given by

< f(t)|v(t) >T=

∫ T

0

f T (t)v(t) dt ≥ −β (4.3)

The network is passive if there exists some constant β such that< f|v >T ≥ −β, ∀T ≥

0. It can be shown that the above definition for passivity is equal to (2.16) for casual

systems [96]. The passivity property may be expressed in terms of the vectors co and

cin, since < f|v >=< co|cin >.

The pair of wave variables (−→w i,
←−w i) is defined for the corresponding pair of vari-

ables (fi, vi) by the following transformation

−→w i =
fi + bvi√

2b
, ←−w i =

fi − bvi√
2b

(4.4)
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Figure 4.1: The parallel and series interconnection of networks N and Nl results in
Np and Ns, respectively.

where the positive constant b denotes the wave impedance. The scattering matrix

S(s) relating the reflected wave vector
←−
W=[

←−
W 1, . . . ,

←−
W n] to the incident wave vector

−→
W=[

−→
W 1, . . . ,

−→
W n] by

←−
W=S(s)

−→
W is calculated as

S(s) =


Ir 0

0 −bIn−r

H(s) +

−bIr 0

0 In−r




×


Ir 0

0 bIn−r

H(s) +

bIr 0

0 In−r




−1

(4.5)

where Ij is the identity matrix of size j × j.

4.2.2 k-termination and AKS

Let the n-port network N with scattering matrix S be terminated by the load net-

work Nl with scattering matrix Sl and be driven by voltage or current sources, as

shown in Figure 4.1. We refer to the parallel interconnection by Np and the series

interconnection by Ns. Four transfer functions resulting from these interconnections
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are

−→
W/V=(I−SlS)

−1(I+Sl),
←−
W/V=S(I−SlS)

−1(I+Sl)

−→
W/F=(I−SlS)

−1(I−Sl),
←−
W/F=S(I−SlS)

−1(I−Sl)
(4.6)

Definition Stability of interconnection [7]: An interconnection of networks N

and Nl is said to be stable in the bounded-input bounded-output sense if all four

transfer functions in (4.6) are stable.

We are interested in a set of conditions on S for the stability of the network N

terminated by all passive load networks bearing a specific structure. To this end, we

introduce the notion of k-termination to set a structure for the load network [7].

Definition k-Termination : k-termination is obtained from terminating the n-port

network N with the load network Nl, made of k subsystem networks Nl1 , · · · , Nlk and

described by the block-diagonal scattering matrix Sl = diag[Sl1 ,Sl2 , . . . ,Slk ], Σli=n.

The block-diagonal matrix Sl imposes a structure on the network Nl, i.e., it should

consist of smaller subsystem networks Nl1 to Nlk . In this chapter, we only consider

passive k-terminations, that is ∥ Sli ∥∞≤ 1 or each block represents a passive net-

work. The stability of the interconnection under all possible passive k-terminations

is characterized by the notion of AKS, given in the definition below.

Definition AKS [7]: An n-port network is absolutely k-stable if the interconnection

resulting from the termination with all possible passive k-terminations is stable.

The AKS condition can be characterized in terms of structured singular value
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(SSV) of network N as follows [103]:

µSl
(S(s))=

1

min{σ̄(Sl):det(I−Sl(s)S)=0}
,Re(s)> 0 (4.7)

That is, SSV is a measure of the smallest structured passive load, given by Sl, that

causes instability in the interconnection. The following theorem gives conditions for

the stability of the interconnection.

Theorem 6. (AKS ) An n-port network represented by S(s) and terminated by the

load network characterized by Sl(s) is AKS if and only if

sup
s=jω

µSl
(S(s)) < 1 (4.8)

Proof. Refer to [7].

Two special cases of absolute stability and passivity conditions can be obtained

by considering two extreme load structures. The most structured load network, pre-

scribed by a block-diagonal matrix of 1× 1 passive blocks, i.e., k = n, results in the

known absolute stability condition [101]. For the case where Sl is unstructured, i.e.,

k = 1, the above condition results in the passivity condition [103]

sup
s=jω

σ(S(s)) < 1 (4.9)

4.2.3 Interconnection of k-stable networks

While the notion of AKS describes the stability of a network terminated by an struc-

tured load network, in this section, we will address the stability of the interconnection

of two k-stable networks, as shown in Figure 4.2. Consider the n1-port network N1
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Figure 4.2: Interconnection of two k-stable networks. Terminating each network with
its corresponding local load results in a passive r-port network. Thus, the
interconnection with r-port information exchange remains stable.

to be k-stable with regards to the structured load block

∆1 =

 ∆1l 0

0 ∆r


n1×n1

(4.10)

where the block ∆1l denotes loads that interact with the network and the full block

∆r corresponds to terminals that exchange information with the network N2. The

network N2 is k-stable with regard to the structured load block

∆2 =

 ∆2l 0

0 ∆r


n2×n2

(4.11)

The stability of this interconnection is summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 7. (Stability of interconnected absolutely k-stable networks) Let the net-

work N1 be absolutely k-stable with regards to the block ∆1, given by (4.10), and

the network N2 be absolutely k-stable with regards to the block ∆2, given by (4.11).

The network N , resulting from the interconnection of N1 and N2 at the last r ports,

is absolutely k-stable with regards to ∆ = diag[∆l1,∆l2].
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Proof.

Let S1 be partitioned as

S1 =

 S1l S1rl

S1lr S1r

 (4.12)

such that S1l and S1r are compatible in size with ∆1l and ∆r, respectively. By

Theorem I, µ∆1(S1(s)) < 1, since N1 is AKS. It is easy to verify that µ∆1l
(S1l(s)) < 1

and µ∆r(S1r(s)) < 1 (Replace ∆r or ∆1l with zero matrix and expand the determinant

in (4.7) to see the relations). From the definition of µ, it is directly concluded that

det(I− S1∆1) = det


 I− S1l∆1l −S1rl∆r

−S1lr∆1l I− S1r∆r


 =

det(I−S1l∆1l)×

det(I−S1r∆r−S1lr∆1l(I−S1l∆1l)
−1S1rl∆r) =

det(I−S1l∆1l)× det(I− Fu(S1,∆1l)∆r) ̸=0 (4.13)

where Fu(S1,∆1l) is the upper linear fractional transformation [103]. The term det(I−

Fu(S1,∆1l)∆r) ̸= 0 results in µ∆r(Fu(S1,∆1l) < 1 or

σ̄(Fu(S1,∆1l) < 1 (4.14)

since ∆r is a full passive block. Equation (4.14) implies that terminating N1 by a

structured block ∆1l results in a passive r-port network Fu(S1,∆1l). Similarly, termi-

nating N2 by a structured block ∆2l results in a passive r-port network Fu(S2,∆2l),
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that is

σ̄(Fu(S2,∆2l) < 1 (4.15)

The application of the small gain theorem for passive networks concludes that the

interconnection of Fu(S1,∆1l) and Fu(S2,∆2l) is stable. [Q.E.D]

4.3 Proposed Methodology

In this section, we explain a novel methodology to build up a distributed network for

multi-master and/or multi-slave applications from a single-user telerobotic system.

Through an example, we split a lumped 2-port MSN associated with a 2-channel con-

trol architecture to an equivalent distributed network of two interconnected master

and slave 2-port networks. In the second example, a 4-channel control architecture is

accommodated by splitting the 2-port MSN into two 3-port networks. The combina-

tion of the distributed system and the protocol network provides a convenient means

to extend the single-user system to a guaranteed stable multi-user system by adding

modules of AKS master 3-port networks as desired.

4.3.1 Distributed single-user system with 2-port networks

Consider a single degree-of-freedom master-slave teleoperation system, with the linear

dynamics given by (2.1)-(2.2). The control commands

Fcm =
kfsFe

tcs+ 1
(4.16)

Fcs = kvsVh (4.17)
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Figure 4.3: Master and slave (telerobot) subsystems and the lumped MSN network
in the dashed box.

implement a 2-channel force-velocity control architecture, where kfs and kvs are the

force and velocity feedback gains, respectively, and tc is the cut-off frequency of the

low-pass filter utilized to control the force feedback bandwidth.

Using (2.1)-(4.17), the impedance matrix of the lumped MSN is obtained as

Z =

 Zcm +
kfskvs
tcs+1

kfsZcs

tcs+1

kvs Zcs

 (4.18)

This network is absolutely stable provided that the inequalities

mskfskvs ≤ bmbstc (4.19a)

kfskvs < 3bm (4.19b)

are satisfied (See Chapter 3). The above lumped MSN can be replaced by an equivalent

distributed representation, as shown in Figure 4.3.

The gyrator, which connects master and remote subsystems, maps the flow of one
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port to the effort of the other port, that is

Fm
1 = V s

1 (4.20a)

F s
1 = V m

1 (4.20b)

The gyrator is a lossless passive network since

Pin = fm
1 vm1 − f s

1v
s
1 = 0 (4.21)

As a result, the inclusion of the gyrator does not have any impact on the energy level

of the entire system and, hence, the coupled stability of the interconnection in Figure

4.3.

By and large, throughout this chapter, the flow and effort variables, V x
i and F x

i ,

are set to the measurements and control commands, respectively. Setting the flow

variables and the control commands according to

V m
1 =Vh

V s
1 =kfs(Fe + (1− 1

tcs+1
)ZcsVe)

(4.22)

Fcm =Fm
1 − kfskvs(1− 1

tcs+1
)Vh

Fcs =kvsF
s
1

(4.23)

implements the control laws (4.16)- (4.17). The hybrid representations of the master

and slave 2-port networks Nm and Ns are derived from (2.1)-(2.2) and (4.22)-(4.23)
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as  Fh

−V m
1

=
 Zcm+kfskvs(

1
tcss+1

−1) 1

−kvs 0


 Vh

Fm
1

 (4.24)

and  Fe

V s
1

=
 Zcs kvs

kfsZcs

tcs+1
kfskvs


−Ve

F s
1

 (4.25)

In the following, we derive conditions for AKS of the master and slave networks

with regards to ∆ = diag[∆1 ∆2]. The coupled stability of the interconnection is

then ensured by Theorem II. Since the load structure is diagonal, consisting of scalar

blocks, AKS is equivalent to the absolute stability here.

Absolute stability may be verified by Llewellyn’s theorem, given in Chapter 2 for

impedance matrices and repeated here for hybrid matrices. The theorem states that

a 2-port network is absolutely stable if and only if the following two conditions hold

[39]

(i) H11 and H22 are positive real

(ii) η(ω) = −Re{H12H21}
|H12H21| + 2Re{H11}Re{H22}

|H12H21| ≥ 1 (4.26)

For the master network (4.24), condition (ii) is always satisfied. Condition (i)

simplifies to

bm + kfskvsRe{
−jtcω
jtcω + 1

} ≥ 0 (4.27)
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which is met for all frequencies if and only if

kfskvs ≤ bm (4.28)

For the slave network Ns, condition (ii) is given by

−Re{kfskvsZcs

tcs+ 1
}+ 2bskfskvs ≥ |

kfskvsZcs

tcs+ 1
| (4.29)

Squaring both sides and with further simplification yield

(mstc+bst
2
c)

2ω4+((ms−bstc)2+b2st
2
c−m2

s)ω
2 ≥ 0 (4.30)

which is valid if and only if

ms ≤ bstc (4.31)

Linking two absolutely stable 2-port networks at one port results in a lumped absolutely-

stable network; however, any breakup of an absolutely stable network does not nec-

essarily result in absolutely stable 2-port networks. This is verified through this

example, where (4.28) and (4.31) imply (4.19), but not vice versa.

4.3.2 Distributed single-user system with 3-port networks

The master and slave 2-port networks in the previous example exchange two power

variable pairs at one port, i.e., (Fm
1 , V m

1 ) and (F s
1 , V

s
1 ), as shown in Figure 4.3. In-

creasing the number of data exchange ports at the master and slave sites, as shown

in Figure 4.4, allows for the transmission of two additional power variables, i.e.,
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Figure 4.4: Underlying architecture to study k-stability of master and remote sub-
systems connected through two information exchange ports.

(Fm
2 , V m

2 ) and (F s
2 , V

s
2 ), and the implementation of four-channel control architectures.

The control commands are a linear combination of the effort variables, that is

Fcm =
Fm
1

kfm
+

bmF
m
2

kvm
, (4.32)

Fcs =
bsF

s
1

kvs
− F s

2

kfs
(4.33)

where kfi and kvi, i=m, s, are the force and velocity scaling factors to establish force

and velocity correspondence kfmFh=kfsFe and kvmVh=kvsVe.

The two gyrators G1 and G2 connect the 3-port master and slave networks by

mapping the flow variables (i.e., the measurements) to the effort variables, and hence

to the control commands. In other words, Fm
1 = V s

1 , F
s
1 = V m

1 , Fm
2 = V s

2 , F
s
2 = V m

2 .

Setting the flow variables according to

V m
1 = kvmVh − βmF

m
1

V m
2 = −kfm(Fh−(1− αm

tcms+1
)ZcmVh) :=−kfmF̄h

(4.34)

 V s
1 = kfs(Fe+(1− αs

tcss+1
)ZcsVe) := kfsF̄e

V s
2 = −kvsVe + βsF

s
2

(4.35)
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implements the four-channel bilateral control architecture

Fcm =
kfs
kfm

F̄e − bm
kvs
kvm

Ve − bmβs
kfm
kvm

F̄h (4.36)

Fcs =
kfm
kfs

F̄h + bs
kvm
kvs

Vh − bsβm
kfs
kvs

F̄e (4.37)

The flow variable assignments (4.34)-(4.35) are similar to the ones in (4.22) for the

2-channel control architecture, except for two added terms. The low pass-filter with

the cut-off frequency tcm and gain αm transmits a filtered force feedback to the remote

site that is kfmF̄h. For αm=1 and tcm=0, the exact measured force Fh is transmitted

to the remote site, whereas varying parameter αm toward 0 diminishes the portion of

the measured Fh induced by the master robot dynamics. However, the value of αm

does not affect the static force tracking performance when Ve=Vh=0. The inclusion

of parameter αm in the controller provides a degree of freedom to either achieve or

enlarge the region of stabilizing gains kvi and kfi, i=m, s. The same argument holds

for the slave controller and its corresponding parameters αs and tcs. The added term

−βmF
m
1 =−βm(kfs(Fe+(1− αs

tcss+1
)ZcsVe)) provides a local damping βm for enhanced

stability.

The hybrid representation of the master and slave 3-port networks( i.e., Hm and

Hs) are derived from (4.32)-(4.35) as


Fh

−V m
1

−V m
2

=


Zcm
1

kfm

bm
kvm

−1 βm 0

kfmαmZcm

tcms+1
1

bmkfm
kvm



Vh

Fm
1

Fm
2

 (4.38)
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and


Fe

V s
1

V s
2

=


Zcs
bs
kvs

−1
kfs

kfsαsZcs

tcss+1

bskfs
kvs

−1

1 0 βs



−Ve

F s
1

F s
2

 (4.39)

Consider the structured load block

∆t=

 ∆l 0

0 ∆r


3×3

, ||∆t||∞ ≤ 1 (4.40)

where ∆l is a scalar load representing the uncertain impedance of the operator arm or

environment, and ∆r corresponds to an uncertain 2×2 block. According to Theorem

II, AKS of Nm and Ns ensures stability of the lumped 2-port MSN. Networks Nm and

Ns are AKS if and only if the µ-norm in (4.8) is satisfied for the uncertainty structure

(4.40). The µ-norm of Nm and Ns is a function of force filter parameters αm, αs, tcm,

tcs, and the network corresponding controller gains and scaling factors kfm, kvm, βm

and kfs, kvs, βs.

Figure 4.5 shows the dependency of the µ-norm on the control parameters for

the master parameters mm= 0.007, bm= 1, and tcm= 0.1. The solutions are found

numerically using MATLAB Robust Control Toolbox. The stabilizing control pa-

rameters βm and αm render the network Nm AKS by adding damping effect and

attenuating force feedback, respectively. Deviation of each one from the performance

optimized values βm=0 and αm=1, increases the stability margin by decreasing the

µ-norm. Optimum parameter values for a suitable tradeoff can be obtained through

the introduction of performance cost functions in the µ-norm analysis [56, 90].
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Figure 4.5: AKS analysis of the master 3-port network. The µ-norm is calculated for
uncertainty structure in (4.40). Fixed parameters are Zcm = 0.007s+1,
αm=0.6, tcm=0.1, βm=0.3, kvm=1, and kfm=1. The effect of varying
the parameters kfm, kvm, αm, and βm is illustrated.

It is noteworthy to mention that one benefit of splitting the MSN to two 3-port

networks is that the AKS of each network is independently set by the corresponding

network parameters. However, the AKS of the master and slave networks become tied

up if certain kinesthetic properties are required. For example, force correspondence

requires kfmFh = kfsFe; as a result, if kfs increases, so should kfm at the same rate,

which points at a compromise between stability robustness and transparency.

Figure 4.6 compares the set of parameters that renders the networks Nm and Ns

AKS and the lumped MSN absolutely stable. As it is seen, the former is a smaller and

as such a more conservative set. The restriction on the controller gains tcm and bm

is, in principle, similar to the restriction imposed by (4.28) and (4.31) after splitting

the lumped network (4.18), which gives a smaller stabilizing set compared to the

condition set (4.19). One specific reason for such a limitation is that in the case of
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G2, and Ns absolutely stable. Fixed parameters are set to kfm= kvm=
kfs=kvs=1, βm=0.3, βs=0.4, αm=αs=0.6, and mass component of Zcm

and Zcs are set to 0.007 and 0.009, respectively.

lumped network a large bm compensates for a small bs, whereas such an advantage is

absent from the split networks.

While the AKS property of each subnetwork results in a more conservative de-

sign compared to the methods guaranteeing absolute stability of the lumped MSN, it

provides significant benefits due to its modularity and expansibility as will be demon-

strated in Sections 4.3.3 and 4.4.

4.3.3 Development of a dual-user system

In this section, we show that due to the modularity of the proposed methodology, the

distributed single-user system can be easily expanded to take additional users. Specif-

ically, the existing master and slave 3-port networks remain the same and only the

shared network will be updated to implement a desired kinesthetic property suitable

for the application of interest.
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In this section, the kinesthetic performance requires a scaled-velocity correspon-

dence among the three telerobots and a force equilibrium according to

 kvm1Vh1 = kvm2Vh2 = kvsVe

kfm1Fh1 + kfm2Fh2 = kfsFe

(4.41)

where kvmi and kvs are velocity scaling factors, kfmi and kfs denote force scaling fac-

tors, Vhi is the velocity of the ith master robot, and Fhi is the force applied by the

operator oi, i = 1, 2. The kinematic scaling for the masters makes the control archi-

tecture suitable for applications where position contribution of the users is different.

An analogy is the training for playing golf and tennis, where the trainers grip has a

closer distance to the club or the racket head [31, 76].

A generalized 2 × (2+1)-port gyrator is designed, as shown in Figure 4.7, to

connect the master networks Nm1 and Nm2 to the slave network Ns and to realize

(4.41). Similar to the single-user case (4.32)-(4.33), the control commands are a linear

combination of the efforts variables. For the master networks the control commands

are

Fcmi =
Fmi
1

kfmi

+
bmiF

mi
2

kvmi

i,= 1, 2 (4.42)

whereas for the slave network (4.33) still applies. Setting the equations in the gyrator

for force feedback to 
Fm1
1 = V s

1 + V m2
2

Fm2
1 = V s

1 + V m1
2

F s
2 = V m1

2 + V m2
2 ,

(4.43)
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for velocity feedback to


Fm1
2 = V s

2 − V m2
1

Fm2
2 = V s

2 − V m1
1

F s
1 = V m1

1 + V m2
1

(4.44)

and setting the flow variables according to


V mi
1 = kvmi

Vhi

2
− βmiF

mi
1

V mi
2 = −kfmi(Fhi−(1− αmi

tcmis+1
)ZcmiVhi)

:= −kfmiF̄hi,

(4.45)

where the subscript i=1, 2 denotes different users, and

 V s
1 = kfs(Fe+(1− αs

tcss+1
)ZcsVe) := kfsF̄e

V s
2 =−kvs Ve

2
+ βsF

s
2

(4.46)

implement the desired performance property by applying the filtered version of Fe−Fhj

to the operator oi, where i ̸= j, and by applying a weighted-average of the other

telerobot velocities as the desired velocity to each telerobot network.

The hybrid representation of the master networks, Hmi, i = 1, 2, are derived as


Fh

−V mi
1

−V mi
2

=


Zcmi
1

kfmi

bmi

kvmi

−1
2

βmi 0

kfmiαmiZcmi

tcmis+1
1

bmikfmi

kvmi



Vh

Fmi
1

Fmi
2

 (4.47)

and for the slave network, Ns, Hs is reported in (4.39), except for Hs(3, 1) = 1/2.
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Figure 4.7: Two operators are connected to the remote robot through the 2(2+1)-port
gyrator, that implements the kinesthetic measures in (4.41).

4.4 Extension to Multi-User Systems

Here, we propose a generalized gyrator and a control architecture to further extend

the number of users to n ≥ 3. The proposed dual-user architecture is a specific case

of this general architecture. Similar to the dual-user case, the desired kinesthetic

performance is summarized as


kvm1Vh1 = · · · = kvmnVhn = kvsVe∑n

i=1 kfmiFhi = kfsFe

(4.48)

This property states that the net force applied to the environment equals the sum of

the scaled forces of all operators and all telerobots are kinematically coordinated. A

generalized 2(n+1)-port gyrator is designed to connect the master networks Nmi, i=

1 · · · , n to the slave network Ns and to realize (4.48). The control commands for

the telerobots are a linear combination of the efforts variables, similar to (4.42) for
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i = 1, ..., n, and (4.33) for the master and slave robots, respectively. The flow variables

are set similar to (4.45) for i = 1, ..., n and similar to (4.46) for the slave robot, except

for that Vhi/2 and Ve/2 are now replaced with Vhi/n and Ve/n, respectively. The

hybrid representation of the master networks, Hmi, i = 1, · · · , n, are derived as


Fhi

−V mi
1

−V mi
2

=


Zcmi
1

kfmi

bmi

kvmi

− 1
n

βmi 0

kfmiαmiZcmi

tcmis+1
1

bmikfmi

kvmi



Vhi

Fmi
1

Fmi
2

 (4.49)

whereas for the slave network, Ns, Hs is reported in (4.39), except for Hs(3, 1)=1/n.

The port equations for the 2(n+1)-port gyrator are set to


Fmi
1 = V s

1 +
∑n

j=1,j ̸=i V
mj
2

F s
2 =

∑n
j=1 V

mj
2

(4.50)

and 
Fmi
2 = V s

2 −
∑n

j=1,j ̸=i V
mj
1

F s
1 =

∑n
j=1 V

mj
1

(4.51)

In the following, we derive the lumped MSN network including Hmi, Hs, and the

gyrator linking them. First, let us write equations for Hmi and Hs in the partitioned

format by

 Fhi

−Fmi
2×1

=
Hmi1 Hmi1f

Hmif1 Hmif


 Vhi

Emi
2×1

 (4.52)
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and  Fe

F s
2×1

=
Hs1 Hs1f

Hsf1 Hsf


−Ve

Es
2×1

 (4.53)

Also, the 2× (2 + 1)-gyrator in the matrix format can be written by


Em1

Em2

Es

 =


0 Ĩ2 I2

Ĩ2 0 I2

I2 I2 0



Fm1

Fm2

F s

 (4.54)

Now replacing Em1 in −Fm1 = Hm1f1Vh2+HmifE
m1 from the gyrator equation gives

a equation in just flow variables. Repeating this for Hm2 and Hs gives three sets of

equations given by


I Hm1,f Ĩ Hm1,f

Hm2,f Ĩ I Hm2,f

Hsf Hsf Ĩ −I



Fm1

Fm2

F s

=

−Hm1,f1Vh1

−Hm2,f1Vh2

Hsf1Ve

 (4.55)

Solving the above linear equation and replacing Fmi and F s in (4.52)-(4.53) gives a

set of equation relating port variables (Fhi, Vhi), and (Fe, Ve).

The 2(n+1)-port gyrator constitutes a class of lossless passive systems since the
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external power supplied to the gyrator is zero according to

Pin =
n∑

i=1

(fmi
1 vmi

1 + fmi
2 vmi

2 )− (f s
1v

s
1 + f s

2v
s
2)

=
n∑

i=1

(vs1+
n∑

j ̸=i

vmj
2 )vmi

1 +
n∑

i=1

(vs2−
n∑

j ̸=i

vmj
1 )vmi

2

− (f s
1v

s
1 + f s

2v
s
2) = 0. (4.56)

It is important to note that the proposed design framework showcased for a multi-

user system is generic and can be used for the development of a multi-slave telerobotic

system.

4.4.1 Auxiliary coordinating control with guaranteed AKS

The controllers designed in the previous sections use force and velocity signals to

realize the performance measure. This may lead to position drift between the masters

and the slave in the presence of any measurement noise or data transmission error.

Adding coordinating PD controllers to the masters and the slave compromises the

AKS of the telerobot networks. As we will see, the reason is that the PD controllers

may become non-passive when the direction of motion of the telerobot is in the same

direction of the position error. In this section, we will present a modified PD controller

that will preserve the AKS property of the master and slave networks Nmi and Ns.

The proposed auxiliary controller is modular in the sense that it is added to the

original network controller, see Figure 4.8. By comparing the augmented network

in Figure 4.8 with the master dynamics in (2.1), the dynamics of the robot can be
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Figure 4.8: (a) Coupling of the passive coordinating controller Npmi with the abso-
lutely k-stable network Nmi. The resulting network, shown in the dashed
box, remains AKS. (b) The coordinating controller given by (4.58) is
active in the shaded area.

expressed as

Fhi − (Fcmi + Fpmi) = ZcmiVhi (4.57)

where the index i=1, . . . , n refers to different users. Figure 4.8(a) shows the block

diagram of a master networkNmi with r information exchange ports, and the auxiliary

coordinating controller represented by the network block Npmi. For our past two

examples, r = 1, 2. Together, Nmi and Npmi implement (4.57). The coordinating

control signal fpmi is set to

fpmi=

kpi(−pei)+kdikvmivhi if vhipei ≤ 0 or |γ2
i vhi| ≥ |pei|

0 otherwise
(4.58)

where pei := xdi − kvmixhi is the coordination error between the desired position

xdi and the scaled actual position xhi, kpi and kdi are the controller gains, and the
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subscript i shows master i as before. Figure 4.8(b) illustrates the regions of the plane

(pei, vhi) in which the PD controller is active. In the quadrants 2 and 4 where the

direction of velocity and position error oppose, and the PD controller is on. The size

of regions in which the PD controller is on in the quadrants 1 and 3 is determined

by γi. The master network Npmi exchanges position feedback at the port denoted by

(fmi
d , vmi

d ) according to

vmi
d =

 kvmixhi/n for xhixdi ≥ 0

0 otherwise
(4.59)

xdi=−fmi
d (4.60)

The power entering network Npmi can be written by

< fpmi(t)|vhi(t) > − < fmi
d (t)|vmi

d (t) > (4.61)

The second term is always negative due to (4.59). The definition of control signal

fpmi in (4.58) is such that the first term is always positive provided that

kdi ≥ kpiγ
2
i (4.62)

Hence, the auxiliary coordinating controller constitutes a class of passive networks

provided that the controller gains kdi and kpi satisfy the condition (4.62). The coeffi-

cient γi can be used to enlarge the region in which the PD-controller is active. This

will be at the expense of injecting more damping kdi to preserve the passivity of the

coordinating controller.
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Condition (4.62) reveals that to apply the PD controller and preserve the passivity

property of Npmi, that is γi →∞, the damping coefficient must be infinity to consume

the generated energy.

Transmitting the position information according to (4.59) is a two-step modifica-

tion of the reference signal for the slave position controller. When the slave position

has different sign than the master position, the reference signal vmi
d will set to zero

until the slave position reaches zero and then vmi
d is set to the actual master position

xhi. In other words, this coordinating controller acts when positions have the same

phase, similar to the force-projection concept in [75].

We will show that linking the auxiliary coordination controller network Npmi, as

shown in Figure 4.8(a), to any AKS network, will result in a new AKS network. This

important result suggests that the master and slave networks can be designed for

kinesthetic feedback and, then, be linked to the coordination controller to overcome

any possible position drift.

Theorem 8. (Coupling of the coordinating controller to master networks) Let the

network Nmi be AKS with regards to the block ∆t=diag[∆l,∆r]. The interconnec-

tion Nmi−pmi, as shown in Figure 4.8(a), is AKS with regards to the block ∆tp =

diag[∆l,∆rp], where ||∆tp||∞ ≤ 1 and ∆rp is a full block (r+1)× (r+1)-matrix.

Proof.

We prove AKS of the interconnectionNmi−pmi by showing the passivity of Fu(Smi−pmi,∆l).

Note that from Theorem 7, AKS implies σ̄(Fu(Smi−pmi,∆l) < 1.
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Terminating the operator side with the passive block ∆l ensures that

< fhi|vhi >≤ 0 (4.63)

The power exchange at the operator side is governed by

< fhi|vhi >=< f̄pmi|vhi > + < fpmi|vhi > (4.64)

Condition (4.62) results < fpmi|vhi ≥ 0. Hence, (4.63) and (4.64) yield

< f̄pmi|vhi >≤ 0 (4.65)

which together with the AKS of Nmi ensure

< [fmi
1 , . . . , fmi

r ]|[vmi
1 , . . . , vmi

r ] >≤ 0 (4.66)

On the other hand, the definition of (fmi
d , vmi

d ) in (4.59)-(4.60) ensures

< fmi
d |vmi

d >≤ 0 (4.67)

Thus, we showed that

<[fmi
1 , . . . , fmi

r ]|[vmi
1 , . . . , vmi

r ]>+<fmi
d |vmi

d >≤ 0 (4.68)

while Nmi is terminated by ∆l or Fu(Smi−pmi,∆l) is passive. [Q.E.D]

Similarly, the coordinating controller Nps for the slave network can be expressed
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as

fps=

kpsps−kdskvsve if veps ≤ 0 or |γ2
sve| ≥ |ps|

0 otherwise
(4.69)

vsd=

 −kvsxe for xexds ≥ 0

0 otherwise
(4.70)

xds=f s
d (4.71)

where ps := xds−kvsxe. The same stability result holds for the slave coordinating

controller, that is kds ≥ kpsγ
2
s ensures AKS of the coupled network. Coupling the

networks Npmi with Nps through a 2(n+1)-port gyrator

Gp :

fmi
d = vsd

f s
d =

∑n
i=1 v

mi
d

(4.72)

sets xdi=kvsxe and xds=1/n
∑n

1 kvmixhi, that is a weighted average of master posi-

tions, in (4.58) and (4.69), respectively.

4.4.2 Time-Delayed communication channel

The delayed communication channel does not satisfy the passivity condition and

can have a destabilizng effect on the system. Rendering the communication channel

passive can be done in the scattering domain through transmitting the wave variables

or in the power domain through limiting the bandwidth [89]. The advantages of the

scattering-domain method and its potential problems such as wave reflection and

destabilizing effect of the digital implementation are well addressed in the literature
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[77, 67]. The power-domain method, utilized in this chapter, is not prone to the

aforementioned issues and prove to guarantee position correspondence.

Without loss of generality we consider the master subsystem Nm1 to be connected

to the rest of the system through a delayed channel, as shown in Figure 4.9. The

method can be applied to other subsystems equally. The hybrid matrix Hd of the

network Nd is given by

 F1

−V2

=
 Bd(s)

e−Ts

tcds+1

−e−Ts

tcds+1
Bd(s)


V1

F2

 (4.73)

The lead filter Bd(s)= bds/(bds + 1) dissipates energy at the ports to render the
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communication channel passive. The lead filter ensures the flow signal V1 is trans-

mitted according to V2=e−sTV1 at the lower frequency range, where Bd(s) ≈ 0. This

effect is desirable for connecting the position coordinating network Npm1, where the

the master position is truthfully transmitted according to e−sTV m1
d =e−sTkvm1Xh1/n.

The low-pass filter 1/(tcds+1) in the network Nd directly controls the bandwidth

of interest for force and motion signals. In the next section, we evaluate the passivity

of network Nd for a given delay value and several stabilizing parameters.

4.5 Experimental Results

In this section, the application of the proposed method to a dual-user system, con-

sisting of telerobots with similar kinematics but different sizes, will be discussed. As

shown in Figure 4.10, the setup comprises one 3D Systems (formerly Sensable Tech-

nologies) Phantom Premium 1.0, P1.0, and one Quanser IHA1, as the master robots,

and one Phantom Premium 1.5, P1.5, as the slave robot, with the workspace reported

in Table 4.1. The kinematics and dynamics of the Phantom devices are available in

[11, 93], whereas the dynamics of the IHA are derived by us. All three devices are

compensated for the effect of gravity and Coulomb friction. At home position, the

dynamics of the devices in joint space can be approximated by three decoupled linear

dynamics. The human operator forces are measured by ATI Industrial Automation

Nano25 and Mini40 force/torque sensors, and the environment contact force is ob-

served through the identified dynamic model of the device [93]. Table 4.1 displays

the nominal inertia of the devices about their three joints as well as the maximum

continuous force that each device can exert.

1Maximum applicable force by IHA is beyond 5 N; however, it is limited to 5 N in this experiment
for safety reasons.
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Figure 4.10: The experimental setup. All devices exchange feedback information
through UDP protocol.

P1.0 P1.5 IHA

workspace dimensions( x × y × z cm)

13 × 18 × 25 19.5 × 27 × 37 60 × 100 × 100

Nominal Inertia (Kgm2/rad ×103 )

Joint Joint Joint
1 2.8 1 3.5 1 13.5
2 1.8 2 2.4 2 5.1
3 0.7 3 0.9 3 2.2

Max Continuous Cartesian Force (N)

1.4 1.4 5

Table 4.1: Specifications of the haptic devices.

Since the robots are kinematically similar, the control system is resolved in joint

space. In other words, the kinesthetic properties (4.41) apply to joint angles θj,robot

and torques τj,robot, where the subscript j denotes either of the joints 1, 2 or 3, and

robot can be 1.0, 1.5 or IHA. A one-to-one scaling is applied to the joint angles, that is

kvmi=kvs=1, i=1, 2, for the two masters and the slave. The force scaling parameters

have been chosen to utilize the maximum range of continuous forces that each device
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can apply in the three Cartesian directions, that is

Fc,1.0 + Fc,1.5 =
(Fc,1.0/1.5)max

(Fc,IHA)max

Fc,IHA

=
1.4

5
Fc,IHA (4.74)

where the letter c denotes each Cartesian direction x, y, or z. As seen in Figure 4.10,

at home position of the robots, the Cartesian forces and the joint torques are related

by

τ1,robot = l2,robot Fz,robot

τ2,robot = l1,robot Fy,robot

τ3,robot = l1,robot Fx,robot (4.75)

Since P1.0 is chosen as the reference, the unity force scaling factor has been

considered for this device. Using (4.74)-(4.75), the scaling factors are calculated as

P1.5 Joint 1: kfs=0.7

P1.5 Joints 2,3: kfs=0.68 (4.76)

and

IHA Joint 1: kfm1=
1.4
5
× 0.119

0.31
=0.107

IHA Joints 2,3: kfm1=
1.4
5
× 0.143

0.26
=0.154 (4.77)

The AKS of the proposed 4-channel controllers closed around each joint of the devices
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Figure 4.11: AKS analysis for all three joints, compared to the resulting lumped sys-
tem stability norm. Scaling factors and inertia values are provided in
(4.76)-(4.77) and Table I, respectively. The control parameters are given
by (4.78).

will be presented next.

The coordinating controller parameters are set to kd1=1, kp1=5 for the IHA robot,

kd2=0.2, kp2=3 for P1.0, and kds=0.2, kps=3 for P1.5. Parameters γi, i=1,2, and γs

that render the PD controller passive is calculated from the equality part of (4.62).

4.5.1 AKS analysis

Figure 4.11 shows the µ-norm of the master and slave 3-port networks for the uncer-

tainty block defined in (4.40). For the scaling parameters given by (4.76)-(4.77), the

stabilizing control parameters are set to

P1.0 : βm1 = 0.7, αm1 = 0.6, bm1 = 3.5(Joint1),

bm1 = 2.5(Joints 2, 3), tc1 = 0.2.

IHA : βm2 = 0.3, αm2 = 0.6, bm2 = 1, tc2 = 0.1

P1.5 : βs = 0.4, αs = 0.6, bs = 1, tcs = 0.1 (4.78)

The selected parameters render the networks AKS by ensuring that µ-norm is smaller

than unity for the entire frequency range. The damping gains bmi and bs are chosen
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such that each robot exhibits a desired velocity tracking response without overshoot.

The gains associated with force feedback, that is αmi and tci for the master robots

and αs and tcs for the slave robot, are chosen in a similar manner to get a force

feedback response without high-frequency noise. Finally, a manual search has been

done to find the least damping gains βmi and βs that render networks Nmi and Ns

AKS, respectively.

Owing to the distributed framework of the control architecture, the stability anal-

ysis is conducted independently for each robot, which in turn guarantees the absolute

stability of the entire lumped MSN system. Ease of design with the distributed rep-

resentation comes at the expense of injecting more damping to each subsystem. This

is, in principle, similar to the single-user case as shown in Figure 4.6, where a smaller

amount of damping is needed to render the lumped system absolutely stable.

4.5.2 Stabilizing the effect of time delay

Consider one of the master robots P1.0 is connected to the rest of the setup through

a communication channel under constant time delay T=100 ms. The architecture for

this configuration is given in Figure 4.9, where the master robot is connected through

the communication network Nd.

Designing networkNd, with corresponding scattering matrix Sd, for passivity guar-

antees stability of the coupled system. The passivity of Sd through checking the

condition ||Sd||∞ ≤ 1 is verified numerically in Figure 4.12. The results suggest that

increasing the gain bd has a stabilizing effect by decreasing the infinity norm of matrix

Sd.
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Figure 4.12: Designing the communication network Nd for passivity under the delay
T=100 ms.

4.5.3 Force and position tracking

The desired tracking performance for the dual-user system described by (4.41) states

that the net torque applied by telerobots is zero and the angular positions match.

Each telerobot scales its measured torque and scales back the feedback torque received

from the shared protocol network. In this experiment, one operator moves two haptic

devices, i.e., IHA and P1.0, to command the slave robot, i.e., P1.5, to perform contact

tasks with a rigid object on the remote site. The results for the case without delay are

shown in Figure 4.13(a). As it can be seen, the net torque applied to the environment

is the sum of two torques applied by operator’s two hands. Ideally, when the slave

moves in free motion, the operator should feel zero resistance to moving his haptic

devices; however, there is a resistance because of the inertia and static friction of

devices, which are not completely compensated for.

The destabilizing effect of time delay in the communication channel connecting

the master P1.0 to the other devices is shown in Figure 4.13(b). As it can be seen,

oscillations in both joint angle and torque signals are observed after the operator tries

to make a contact with the rigid object. Application of the designed filter in Section

5.2 to stabilize the system is shown in Figure 4.13(c).
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Figure 4.13: Experimental results for joint 2. A stiff surface is placed at angle 0
rad of joint 2 of the slave robot. The sum of operator’s two hands
efforts against the environment are shown in the torque plot. (b) The
destabilizing effect of time delay. (c) Stabilizing the effect of time delay
by rendering the communication channel passive.

4.6 Summary

A distributed modelling and control framework for the development of a stability-

guaranteed network of multiple telerobots has been proposed. Each telerobot is

modeled by a multi-port network that is connected to an interacting environment

or operator at one end and to other telerobot networks at the other end through a

gyrator block. Absolute k-stability (AKS) has been used as a powerful tool for cou-

pled stability analysis, where it ensures stability of the interconnection of telerobot

networks if each network meets the AKS condition.

The work presented in Chapter 3 analyzes stability of a dual-user system with

considering the lumped network of the multi-lateral control architecture. As such,
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it is not a modular design discussed in the current chapter and is not easily extend-

able to delayed and multi-users systems. Also, position coordination in Chapter 3 is

achieved through a linear PD controller. In the current chapter, a modular coordi-

nating controller is added on top of a kinesthetic controller.

Checking for AKS is a sufficient condition for the stability of the interconnection.

As such, it is more conservative compared to a method that focuses on absolute

stability of the lumped MSN. This has been explained for the interconnection of 2-

port master and slave networks analytically in Section 4.3.1. For 3-port master-slave

networks, the conservative stabilizing region has been shown numerically in Figure

4.6. The benefits of the methodology are as follows:

1) The sub-networks are checked for AKS, and not passivity. Therefore, the coupled

stability condition is less conservative than the methods that guarantee passivity

of the sub-networks.

2) Since the AKS of the subnetworks are guaranteed, the methodology is modular and

expandable, in the sense that more subnetworks can be added without us needing

to check the absolute stability of the entire system all over again. The added

subnetworks can either shape or improve the system performance or introduce

new users to develop a multi-user/multi-telerobot system.

The coordinating controller is conceptually similar to other methods proposed be-

fore in the literature. However, the relations of the proposed method for governing

AKS of the network as well as resolving position drift problem are different. Niemeyer

and Slotine propsoed to remedy the position coordination problem by sending the

wave integrals, which include the position information [67]. This is a controller ex-

plicitly in the wave domain and requires the differentiation of measured force signal,
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or control command, which is not desirable in any application. Our method is explic-

itly a power domain approach, which requires position and velocity information. The

method PO/PC method introduced by Hannaford and Ryu also requires measured

forces (Fh or Fe ) and velocities to observe energy at the ports, resulting in a time-

varying controller [37]. The proposed controller in this chapter is solely dependent

on position information and velocity, allowing it to be applied in applications where

no contact force measurement is available.

The considered performance measure is a generalized kinesthetic consensus requir-

ing that all telerobots have position coordination while they satisfy a force equilibrium

equation. Specifically, for this measure, a gyrator-like sharing protocol is designed to

transmit proper signals to each subsystem while maintaining passivity. To overcome

any position drift, a nonlinear passive coordinating controller is modularly designed

to be linked to any robot subsystem without jeopardising the AKS property of its

corresponding network. The distributed nature of the method also allows for modular

stabilization under constant time delay.

The proposed control architecture was experimentally tested on a dual-user tele-

operation system with three kinematically similar telerobots. Results show that the

system maintains stability in contact with a hard wall while kinesthetic consensus is

met. Future works include extending the proposed distributed method to teleopera-

tion system with dissimilar robots and obtaining control parameters for an optimum

tradeoff between stability and performance.
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Chapter 5

Stability Analysis of Cascaded Master and Slave

Networks

In this chapter, we use the notion of Möbius transformation to develop a chain stabil-

ity analysis methodology with application to a cascade of networks. Since the Möbius

analysis is decentralized, as opposed to the other existing methods such as Llewellyn’s,

the proposed methodology is more suitable for dynamic distributed systems in which

a network block in the cascade is modified, added or taken out.

The methodology tracks the transmitted passivity unit disk of the load through

the cascade to the user network and allows for networks in the cascade that are neither

passive nor absolutely stable. We also introduce the notion of “bounded-Γ absolute

stability” to verify the coupled stability for any prescribed range of loads, denoted by

circles in the scattering domain.

Furthermore, it will be proven that conducting a set of three experiments namely

locked-slave, mass-carrying motion, and free motion, is conclusive in determining

absolute stability for all possible passive loads. To show the effectiveness of the

proposed method, numerical analysis and experimental results of a force-position
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teleoperation system under constant time delay are provided.

5.1 Overview

The stability of teleoperation systems is often analyzed using a network model of

these systems, which includes a master-slave network (MSN) interacting with human

operator and environment networks. The uncertain dynamics of environments are

often dealt with under the passivity umbrella. A human operator arm often exhibits

complex, time-varying and nonlinear behavior. However, it has been argued that a

human operator arm maintains stable touch with passive objects [40]. As a result, the

coupled system will be stable as long as the dynamics experienced by the operator for

all passive environment loads is passive. Since interconnection of passive networks is

stable [96], one solution is to design for a passive MSN. This solution is conservative

as it ensures that maximum energy extractable from network ports is limited. A

less conservative set of necessary and sufficient conditions for 2-port MSNs can be

derived from Llewellyn’s Absolute Stability (A.S.) criterion [39, 58]. A sizable body

of past research considers A.S. analysis of lumped 2-port MSNs [1, 34, 35] and more

recently extensions to multi-port MSNs using IQC formulation and Zeheb-Walach

criteria [74, 78].

As teleoperation technology progresses and its applications grow, the network

representation of these systems becomes more involved. For instance, consider two

operators manipulating a task through their master-slave teleoperation systems. The

network representation of such a system involves a cascade of two 2-port networks

associated with two masters, two slaves and an environment connecting two 1-port

operator networks [6]. As another example, a traditional master-slave system can have
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multiple dynamic 2-port networks in between the master and slave that represent the

system hardware (e.g., tools), or to meet certain kinesthetic performance requirements

(e.g., virtual couplings or intermittent impedances) or stability requirements (e.g.,

wave variable transformations) [1, 90, 100, 67]. Applying Llewellyn’s criterion involves

obtaining the 2-port network representation of the entire cascade between the two

operators or between the operator and the environment, respectively. In addition,

if one of the 2-port networks goes under any structural change, the entire stability

analysis needs to be redone.

This chapter proposes an alternative approach to ensure the A.S. of the en-

tire MSN, while addressing the above issues. We consider the cascade of networks

N1, . . . , Nr, as shown in Figure 5.1, and use the properties of Möbius transformation

to find out how a load, denoted by the reflection coefficient Γ2, is transmitted to port

1. Starting from the last network in the cascade where the load is denoted by a pas-

sivity unit circle in the scattering domain, we continue tracking the loci of the circles

until we find the location of the mapped circles at the operator side, that is ΓN1
in . If

these circles are contained in the unit circle, then network N is A.S.; otherwise, it is

potentially unstable. The Möbius transformation for each network is relatively simple

and only depends on the parameters of that network, rather than the entire network.

If a 2-port network is replaced or modified, only the Möbius transformation of that

network and the following networks needs to be updated. Another benefit of the

proposed methodology is in identifying dynamic components of the lumped network

N that do not affect A.S. and, then, performing the A.S. analysis for the simpler

network that excludes the dynamic components. For example, through the example

of a force-position (F-P) architecture, we will show that the master robot comprised
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Figure 5.1: Absolute stability analysis of network N through deriving input reflection
coefficient of network Nr, that is Γ

Nr
in , and tracking it back to the network

N2. Finally, bounded-Γ A.S. of network N1 concludes A.S. of the entire
network N .

of inertial dynamics belongs to a class of mappings that take the unit disk to the unit

disk. As such, it does not alter the range of reflection coefficient transmitted to the

operator and can be dropped from the A.S. analysis.

In this process, the notion of “bounded-Γ A.S.” will be introduced that ensures the

passivity of the transmitted impedance for a limited range of load impedances for the

last 2-port network in the chain of networks. Geometrical interpretation of Möbius

transformation leads to a novel methodology for experimental verification of A.S.,

through conducting three sets of experiments including open remote, locked remote,

and mass-carrying motion. The proposed methodology provides a more accurate and

realistic analysis of A.S. as it does not depend on the MSN model. We will apply

the methodology to a distributed representation of an F-P control architecture under

constant time delay.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 includes the symmetry

principle of Möbius transformations, its application to A.S. analysis and the notion

of bounded-Γ A.S., and the chain analysis. A case study is presented in section 5.3.

This is followed by experimental verification of A.S. in Section 5.4. Finally, Section

5.5 draws conclusions and suggests future works.
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5.2 Coupled Stability of a 2-port Network

In this section, I first present the Möbius transformation and its symmetry principle

and show how the principle can be used to find the mapping of a unit circle under

this transformation. Then by showing that the input reflection coefficient of a 2-

port network is a special case of Möbius transformation, the A.S. condition of the

network in terms of the scattering parameters are derived. Furthermore, the notion

of bounded-Γ A.S. for the network is introduced which allows for a less conservative

design of the network by considering a bounded region of load uncertainty. This

notion provides flexibility in the design of a cascade of networks for A.S., where it

verifies the A.S. of a network for a prescribed region of load rather than the unit

passivity disk.

Notation:Throughout this chapter we denote time-domain signals by small letters

and Laplace-domain signals by capital letters. Furthermore, C refers to complex

number and C∞=C ∪∞.

5.2.1 Möbius transformation and the symmetry principle

The properties of Möbius transformation have been used in the literature to obtain

A.S. conditions [21] for networks. Here, we propose a novel alternate method which

uses the symmetry principle to obtain a result that will be employed in Section 5.2.2

to obtain an A.S. condition of MSNs.

Definition (Möbius transformation) Möbius transformation f = C∞ → C∞ is a
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mapping defined as

f(z) =
az + b

cz + d
, a, b, c, d ∈ C (5.1)

with the condition ad− bc ̸= 0.

Definition (Symmetric points) [65] Given the circle c(a, r) of radius r and center a,

we say that the points z, z∗ /∈ c(a, r) are symmetric with respect to the circle c(a, r)

if

z∗=


r2

z̄−ā
+ a if z ̸= a

∞ if z = a

(5.2)

where the over-bar sign in (̄.) refers to the complex conjugate value of its argument.

Theorem 9. (Symmetry principle) Given a circle c and the Möbius transformation

f(z), the points z1 and z2 are symmetric with respect to the circle c if and only if

their images f(z1) and f(z2) are symmetric with respect to the image f(c) of c.

Proof See [65].

The Möbius transformation in (5.1) can alternatively be shown by

f(z) =
ρeiθ

z + α
+ β, (5.3)

which states that f is obtained via a composition of translation (α), inversion, dilation

(ρ), rotation (θ), and another translation (β). The above Möbius transformation

parameters can be uniquely determined by three distinct points z1, z2, and z3, and
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their corresponding mappings f(z1), f(z2), and f(z3) according to [65]

(z − z1)(z2 − z3)

(z − z3)(z2 − z1)
=
(f(z)− f(z1))(f(z2)− f(z3))

(f(z)− f(z3))(f(z2)− f(z1))
(5.4)

In the following, we derive the image of the unit circle c(a0, r0) under the mapping

f(z). We first start with the special case f1(z) = 1/(z + α). The image is a circle

provided that the circle c(a0, r0) does not include the pole −α of the transformation,

that is |α− a0| ̸= r0. The following proposition summarizes the results.

Proposition I (Circle-to-circle) The Möbius transformation f1(z) = 1/(z+α) maps

the circle c(a0, r0) to the circle c(a1, r1) where

a1=
α+ a0

|α+ a0|2 − r20
, r21=

r20
(|α+ a0|2 − r20)

2
(5.5)

Proof To derive the center a1, we note that ∞ and a1 are symmetric with respect

to c(a1, r1). From the symmetry principle in Theorem 9, f−1
1 (∞) = −α and f−1

1 (a1)

are symmetric with respect to c(a0, r0), that is

(−α)∗ = f−1
1 (a1) (5.6)

From (5.2), we have

(−α)∗ = r20
−α− a0

+ a0 (5.7)

Replacing for (−α)∗ from (5.7) in (5.6) and simplifying further gives a1 in (5.5). To

obtain radius r1, note that ∞ and a0 are symmetric with respect to c(a0, r0). Thus,
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the images under f1 are symmetric with respect to c(a1, r1), that is

(f1(∞))∗ = f1(a0) (5.8)

Replacing (f1(∞))∗=(0)∗=r21/(−ā1) + a1 in (5.8) and simplifying further gives r1 in

(5.5).

The results can be now extended for the mapping f in (5.3) by considering f =

(ρeiθz + β) ◦ (f1), that is the composition of a similarity transformation and f1.

Corollary I: The image of the circle c(a0, r0) under the general Möbius transforma-

tion f in (5.3) is the circle c(a, r) where

a = ρeiθa1 + β, r = |ρ|r1 (5.9)

and a1 and r1 are found from (5.5).

Furthermore, the mapping of the interior of the unit circle c(0, 1) can be obtained

by considering that f(−α) =∞. Thus, the condition |α| > 1 ensures that the exterior

of the unit disk maps to the exterior of the circle c(a, r). The result is summarized

in the following corollary.

Corollary II: The condition

|α| > 1, (5.10)

ensures that the image of a unit disk maps to the interior of the the circle c(a, r).
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Adding the condition

|ρeiθa1 + β|+ |ρ|r1 ≤ 1 (5.11)

ensures that the image remains within the unit disk.

The symmetry principle can be used to obtain a Möbius transformation that takes

a unit disk to a unit disk.

Proposition II (Unit disk to unit disk) Möbius transformations that map a unit disk

to a unit disk are characterized by

f(z) = eiθ
z − α

αz − 1
, α ∈ C and |α| < 1 (5.12)

Proof See [65].

5.2.2 Absolute stability in the scattering domain

In this section, we apply the results obtained in the previous section to find the

A.S. condition of a 2-port network in the scattering domain. The results will then be

extended to study the A.S. of a chain of cascaded networks in Section 3. Consider the

2-port network N terminated by a load Γ2, as shown in Figure 5.2. The right-moving

(incident wave) and the left-moving (reflected wave) scattering signals are defined by

 U1 = E1 + bF1

U2 = E2 + bF2

and

 V1 = E1 − bF1

V2 = E2 − bF2

, (5.13)
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Figure 5.2: Network N terminated by a passive load and represented in the scattering
domain

respectively. The scattering operator relating the Laplace transform of incident and

reflected waves is given by

 V1

U2

 = S

U1

V2

 , S =

S11 S12

S21 S22

 (5.14)

The input reflection coefficient Γin, i.e., the reflection coefficient at port 2 reflected

to port 1, is defined by and derived as

Γin :=
V1

U1

∣∣∣∣
V2=Γ2U2

= S11 +
S12S21Γ2

1− S22Γ2

(5.15)

=
−S12S21/S

2
22

Γ2 − 1/S22

+
∆

S22

(5.16)

where ∆ := S11S22 − S12S21.

The system is absolutely stable if and only if the input reflection coefficient Γin

is passive for all the passive impedances Γ2 covering the entire unit disk. The input

reflection coefficient Γin in (5.16) is in the composition form of Möbius transformation

(5.3). Replacing for α=−1/S22, β=∆/S22, and ρeiθ=−S12S21/S
2
22 in the passivity

condition set (5.10)-(5.11) yields
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|S22| < 1 (5.17)

∣∣∣∣−S12S21

S2
22

−1/S22

|1/S22|2−1
+

∆

S22

∣∣∣∣+ |S12S21|
|S22|2

1

|1/S22|2−1
< 1 (5.18)

Simplifying (5.17)-(5.18) further yields the following A.S. condition

1− |S22|2

|S11 −∆S̄22|+ |S12S21|
≥ 1 (5.19)

which was first reported by Edwards and Sinsky [21], who also showed that (5.19)

implies auxiliary conditions

1− |S11|2 > |S12S21| (5.20a)

1− |S22|2 > |S12S21| . (5.20b)

In the following section, a more flexible definition of A.S. is introduced that con-

siders a bounded set of load impedances rather than the specific unit disk.

5.2.3 Bounded-Γ absolute stability

Consider a “load region” in the Γ2-plane defined by

Γlr
2 = {Γ2 : |Γ2 − alr| ≤ rlr}. (5.21)
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which states that the value of Γ2 is restricted by a disk with center alr and radius rlr.

Definition (Bounded-Γ A.S.) A network N terminated at port 2 by the load Γ2 is

bounded-Γ absolutely stable with regards to circles c(alr, rlr) if and only if the input

reflection coefficient is limited to the unit disk for the load region Γlr
2 in (5.21), i.e.,

|Γin| < 1 for Γ2 ∈ Γlr
2 .

This definition is more flexible than the A.S. definition since it allows for active

loads as well. Furthermore, it allows for the stability analysis of a cascade of absolutely

stable and potentially unstable networks.

We are interested in a set of conditions on the scattering parameters that ensures

|Γin| < 1, for a given load region denoted by circles c(alr, rlr). Note that points on

the boundary of load region can be written by

Γ2 = (alr + rlrΓuc) (5.22)

where Γuc denotes points on the unit circle c(0, 1). By replacing (5.22) in the input

reflection coefficient equation (5.16), Γin can be written by

Γin =
−S12S21/(S

2
22r

lr)

Γuc +
alr

rlr
− 1

S22rlr

+
∆

S22

(5.23)

which is in the standard Möbius composition form (5.3). Hence, the centers and the

radii of the mapped circles can be calculated at each frequency using Corollary I.

Bounded-Γ A.S. can be checked using the notion of Γ2-stability region Γsr
2 , which is

the set of all Γ2 that maps to Γin passive or |Γin| < 1 [34]. Similar to the verification

of A.S. that checks for the inclusion of unit disks in the stability region, verifying
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2 ,
shown by the shaded area outside of circle c(alr, rlr) (|β| < 1). The
relative distance |plr − psr| is a measure of robustness to load variations.

bounded-Γ A.S. checks for the inclusion of the load range Γlr
2 in (5.21) in the Γ2-

stability region.

To obtain the Γ2 stability region, denoted by Γsr
2 , we replace Γin=Γuc in the input

reflection coefficient relation (5.16) and solve for Γ2 to yield

Γsr
2 =

−S12S21/S
2
22

Γuc −∆/S22

+
1

S22

(5.24)

Now equation (5.9) can be used to obtain the stability region as

Γsr
2 : (|Γ2 − asr|2 − rsr)(1− |β|) > 0 (5.25)

where −β = S22/∆ is the pole of transformation and determines whether the inside

or outside of the circle c(asr, rsr) belongs to Γsr
2 . The relative representation of Γsr

2

and Γlr
2 is shown in Figure 5.3. The following proposition is a direct result of the two

definitions above.

Proposition III Given network N terminated at port 2 by the reflection coefficient
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Γ2 ∈ Γlr
2 , defined in (5.21), the network N is said to be bounded-Γ A.S. with regards

to the load region c(alr, rlr) if and only if

|alr − asr| ≥ rsr + rlr

or |alr − asr| ≤ rsr − rlr. (5.26)

The above Proposition shows that |alr − asr| is a measure of A.S. robustness.

The larger |alr − asr| is, the more robust the network is to the load range. For the

non-intersecting circles in Figure 5.3, the points plr and psr are the intersection of

the circles c(alr, rlr) and c(asr, rsr) with the line connecting the centers. For a given

A.S. network, the distance between plr and psr over the frequency range denotes the

robustness to the load variations.

5.2.4 Absolute stability of interconnected networks

Consider the network N in Figure 5.1, which is composed of r cascaded networks

N1 through Nr. The cascade representation of the network N is inspired by the

underlying physical components of the system that are connected at their ports and

exchange energy. It often happens that a block is introduced within the cascade.

Examples include the existence of time delay between master and slave or the addition

of virtual coupling for enhanced performance [1]. The A.S. analysis of the network can

be done by applying existing techniques such as Llewellyn’s to the immittance model

of the lumped network N . Changes in the network including adding or removing

components requires the repeat of the entire stability analysis. An alternate method

that enables modular analysis of A.S. of the system is to ensure A.S. of each of the

networks N1 to Nr. Network Nr is terminated by any passive load Γ2. The absolute
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stability of Nr ensures passivity of the input reflection coefficient ΓNr
in . Following this

line of thought and considering the A.S. of each of networks Nr−1 through N1 ensures

the passivity of ΓN1
in , as a result the A.S. of N . This approach is conservative in the

sense that not all the subnetworks need to be A.S. for the cascade N to be A.S.

To study the effect of each block on the A.S. of the coupled system and for a

less conservative modular analysis of the cascaded networks, we propose a chain-wise

method of tracking the range of the input reflection coefficients obtained by mapping

the load unit disk from the network Nr to the network N1. For all passive loads

Γ2, equation (5.16) gives the range of coefficient ΓNr
in , denoted by circles c(aNr , rNr).

These circles characterize the range of the load for the next network in the chain,

that is Nr−1. Tracking these circles through the networks Nr, . . . , N2 gives the range

of load for N1, denoted by c(aN1 , rN1). Now, bounded-Γ A.S. of N1 with regards to

circles c(aN1 , rN1) ensures that |ΓN1
in | < 1. In other words,

ΓN2
in ∈ Γsr,N1 for all |Γ2| < 1 (5.27)

ensures A.S. of the lumped network N .

This proposed method is less conservative compared to ensuring A.S. of each of

the networks N1 to Nr, as it aims at A.S. of the entire network, rather than the

subnetworks. It also benefits from simpler analysis by looking at smaller simpler

subnetworks composing the lumped network N . Subnetwork Ni includes one or a set

of control parameters that alter the mapping of ΓNi
in , denoted by circles c(aNr , rNr).

Studying the effect of each parameter on altering the corresponding mapping can

be conducted for each subnetwork individually. This benefit facilitates the design of

controllers for stability, which will be shown through an example for delayed systems
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Figure 5.4: Distributed representation of network N for the F-P architecture, termi-
nated by passive environment load and the operator.

in Section 5.3.3. In the following section, chain representation, which is suitable for

presenting cascade of networks is introduced.

5.2.5 Chain representation of networks

Consider the chain representation of the network N in Figure 5.4 given by

EN1
1

FN1
1

=
 T11 T12

T21 T22


EN2

2

FN2
2

=T

EN2
2

FN2
2

 (5.28)

where T denotes the Chain matrix of the network N . Chain representation facilitates

stability and performance analysis as well as controller design for network cascades.

For instance, if N is obtained by cascading the subnetworks N1 and N2, the chain

representation of the entire network is found by post multiplication of matrices asso-

ciated with each subnetworkas, as shown in Figure 5.4,

T = T1T2 (5.29)
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where Ti is the chain representation of the network Ni, i=1,2. In a teleoperation

setup with the master and the slave at different locations, the representation (5.29)

provides a distributed control architecture if T1 and T2 are each a function of one

site parameters. This requirement is placed to guarantee that transmitted feedback

information at, for example master site, is not a function of remote site sensory

information.

It is noteworthy that a distributed representation is not unique. For example, if

a representation is associated with the chain matrix decomposition T=T1T2, the

following decompositions also give other representations

T = (T1Tc)(T
−1
c T2) (5.30)

provided that the matrix Tc is invertible.

5.3 Case Study

The proposed chain stability analysis is examined on a classic F-P control architec-

ture. The benefit of the proposed method in handling changes to the cascade is

demonstrated by adding a virtual tool between the master and slave networks. As

a natural extension, a delay block is added to the original cascade, and an explicit

position feedback control is designed for the A.S. of the entire MSN.
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5.3.1 Force-Position architecture

Consider a single degree-of-freedom master-slave teleoperation system, with the linear

dynamics given by (2.1)-(2.2). The control commands

Fcm = kfFe (5.31)

Fcs = kp(Xh −Xe) (5.32)

implement an F-P 2-channel control architecture, where kf and kp are the force and

position feedback gains, respectively, and Xh and Xe denote the master and slave

positions.

Using (5.31)-(5.32), the impedance matrix of the lumped MSN, denoted by the

network N in Figure 5.4, is given by

Fh

Fe

=Z

 Vh

−Ve

 , Z=

Zcm+
kfkp
s

kfZcs+
kfkp
s

kp
s

Zcs +
kp
s

 . (5.33)

It can be shown that the above MSN is A.S. if and only if the inequalities mskfkp ≤

bmbs and kfbs ≤ 4bm are satisfied (See Chapter 3). Using the relation

T=
1

z21

z11 ∆

1 z22

 (5.34)

the corresponding chain matrix is obtained as

Fh

Vh

=T

Fe

Ve

 ,T=

sZcm

kp
+kf Zcm(

sZcs

kp
+1)

s
kp

sZcs

kp
+ 1

 . (5.35)
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Figure 5.5: Absolute stability analysis for the MSN in Figure 5.4. Parameters are
given by (5.39). (a) ΓN2

in =c(aN2 , rN2) for Γ2=Γuc, a
N2 and |aN2 |+rN2 lie

on the right bolded and the left vertical lines, respectively. (b) ΓN1
in for

the load range denoted by c(aN2 , rN2). Checking for |ΓN1
in | < 1 concludes

the A.S. of the network N .

It is easy to verify that cascading N1 and N2 characterized by the chain matrices

Fh

Vh

=T1

EN1
2

FN1
2

 , T1==

 1 sZcm

kp

0 s
kp

 (5.36)

and EN2
1

FN2
1

=T2

Fe

Ve

 , T2==

 kf 0

1 (Zcs +
kp
s
)

, (5.37)

respectively, constitutes a distributed representation of the lumped network N . The
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scattering matrices of Ni, i = 1, 2 are derived from

Si=


 1 −b

0 0

Ti+

 0 0

1 b





 1 b

0 0

Ti+

 0 0

1 −b




−1

, (5.38)

which is used to compute the reflection coefficient of each subnetwork.

The above split can implement a distributed control architecture as well, since the

flow signal FN1
2 is a function of master network variable Vh and the flow signal FN2

1

is a function of remote network variable Fe. Comparing (5.36) against the master

dynamics (2.1) shows that the master subsystem reads control commands from the

effort variable EN1
2 , that is Fcm=EN1

2 and sends position feedback to the subsystem

N2 through FN1
2 = kpXh. In the same manner, substituting FN2

1 = FN1
2 = kpXh in

Fcs = FN2
1 − kpXe implements the control signal Fcs = kp(Xh − Xe) in (5.32). The

subnetwork N2 also sends feedback through the effort variable EN2
1 = kfFe to the

master side to implement the control signal Fcm=EN1
2 =kfFe in (5.31).

Here, we will analyze the A.S. of the interconnection ofN1 andN2 for the frequency

range 0 ≤ ω ≤ 200 rad/s. The network parameters are set to

Zcm=0.1s+2.5, Zcs=0.1s+10, kf=1, kp=20, b = 10 (5.39)

The analysis starts from finding the mapping of the unit circle under the network

N2, as shown in Figure 5.5(a). The family of circles c(aN2 , rN2) is obtained from (5.9).

The radii of circles are represented by a set of line segments connecting the center aN2 ,

lying on the right vertical line, to the point on the circle with the largest distance from

the origin, that is |aN2 |+ rN2 . The A.S. of the lumped network N can now be verified
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through analyzing bounded-Γ A.S. of N1 for the load range c(aN2 , rN2). The mapping

of this load range through N2 can be obtained using (5.23) and is shown in Figure

5.5(b). Inclusion of ΓN1
in within the unit circle concludes A.S. of N . Convergence of

the plot in Figure 5.5(b) to a point inside the unit circle indicates that ω=200 rad/s

is a large enough frequency upper-bound for numerical analysis.

As can be seen in Figure 5.5(a), the mapping of Γuc does not lie within the unit

disk. As a result, N2 is potentially unstable, and the A.S. of N cannot be concluded

from the coupled stability of each subnetwork. Instead, the consecutive mapping of

unit circles from N2 to N1 concludes the A.S. of network N .

The graphical verification of bounded-Γ stability, described earlier in Figure 5.3,

is plotted for the F-P control architecture in Figure 5.6(a). The relative distance

between stability region circles c(asr, rsr) and load region circles c(alr, rlr) is given

by the distance between points plr and psr. The dashed line and the corresponding

circles are drawn for the maximum distance occurring at ω=65 rad/s. Figure 5.6(b)

denotes the distance for the frequency range ω = 0, ..., 200 rad/s. The larger the

distance between plr and psr is, the larger the stability margin is for a given load

range denoted by rlr.

5.3.2 Addition of a virtual coupling tool

Virtual couplings or intervening impedances are introduced to enhance stability mar-

gin, add dynamics of a tool, or modify the range of perceived impedance by the

operator [1, 90, 100]. A virtual tool can be modeled by a parallel combination of
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Figure 5.6: The relative distance between stability region circles c(asr, rsr) and load
region circles c(alr, rlr) is a measure of stability robustness. (a) The loci
of points plr and psr for the range of frequencies 0 < ω ≤ 200 rad/s are
shown by solid lines. The circles and the minimum distance between the
two circles for ω=65 rad/s are shown by dashed lines; (b) The distance
|plr − psr| over the specified range of frequency.

mass and damper, or

1

Ztool

=
1

mts
+

1

bt
, (5.40)

which can be interpreted as a damping term that increases in value as frequency

increases [1]. Consider the F-P control architecture in Section 5.3.1. As shown in

Figure 5.7, the intervening impedance given by (5.40) is added between the master
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Figure 5.7: Distributed representation of network N for the F-P architecture, with
intervening tool added.

and slave networks through the introduction of the tool network Nt characterized by

 EN1
2

−FN2
1

=Ht

FN1
2

EN2
1

 , Ht=

 sZt 1

−1 0

 (5.41)

The added network Nt results in a change in the master control signal Fcm=Fe+ZtVh

in the F-P architecture.

The mapping of the passive load through the cascade N1−Nt−N2 for the fre-

quency range ω=0, . . . , 200 rad/s, the set of parameters given by (5.39) and the tool

parameters

mt=0.1kg, bt=0.6Ns/m, (5.42)

is plotted in Figure 5.8. Since the added network Nt is between N1 and N2, the

mapped unit circle load under the network N2 remains the same as the one plotted

in Figure 5.4, denoted by ΓN2
in = c(aN2 , rN2). The network Nt maps ΓN2

in to a more

diverse region in the complex plane. The mapping ΓNt
in under the network N1 stays

within the unit disk, that is ΓNt
in belongs to the stability region of N1. As a result, the
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Figure 5.8: Absolute stability analysis for the MSN with virtual coupling/tool in Fig-
ure 5.4. Parameters are given by (5.39) and (5.42).(a) The reflection co-
efficient ΓNt

in resulted from the mapping ΓN2
in under the network Nt. Note

that ΓN2
in is already depicted in Figure 5.5. (b) bounded-Γ A.S. of N1.

network N1 is bounded-Γ A.S. for the load range ΓNt
in and consequently the network

N is A.S.

5.3.3 Delayed system in the power domain

We extend the network cascade in the case A to include significant constant time

delays in the communication channel. In this case, the delay network Nd is placed

between the two sites, as shown in Figure 5.9. Here, only the power-domain signals

FN1
2 and EN2

2 are transmitted between the master and slave subnetworks.

The bounded-Γ A.S. analysis is performed for a round-trip time delay of 200 ms.

The chain representation of the system include the three networks N1, Nd, and N2.

The design starts from the case without time delay designed in Section 5.3.1, followed

by the application of the chain analysis method to update the network parameters in

the cascade such that the lumped MSN is A.S.
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Figure 5.9: Chain representation of the F-P architecture under constant delay be-
tween two sites. Consecutive evaluation of input reflection coefficient of
each network can be conducted to obtain the range of ΓN1

in .

As explained in Section 5.2.4, we start from the last network in the cascade where

load is denoted by the passivity unit circle and continue tracking the loci of the

circles until we find the location of the mapped circles at the operator side, that is

ΓNd
in . The input reflection coefficient ΓN2

in is already calculated and plotted in Figure

5.5(a) for the unit circle at the load side of N2, that is Γ2=Γuc. The resulting circles

are denoted by c(aN2 , rN2). Calculating input reflection coefficient ΓNd
in for the set of

circles c(aN2 , rN2) gives the new set of circles c(aNd , rNd). Chain analysis for the set of

parameters given by (5.39) shows that the lumped MSN is not A.S. under time delay

[see Figure 5.10(a)].

We make the MSN A.S. by enclosing the input reflection coefficient ΓN1
in within

the unit disk, as shown in Figure 5.10(b). This is done through increasing the master

damping gain to bm = 10 Ns/m. This added damping confines ΓNd
in within the sta-

bility region of N1. Another approach would be to introduce a low-pass filter in the

communication channel. This approach works well for cases when wave variables are

transmitted, as low-pass filtering wave variables is a passive process.

It is noteworthy that the proposed approach aims at achieving absolute stability

for MSN and not passivity. As a result, none of the cascade subnetworks needs to
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Figure 5.10: Development of an A.S. lumped network through analyzing bounded-Γ
A.S. of N1. (a) T=100ms, bm = 3, bs = 10 Ns/m, kf = 1, kp = 30 (b)
Increasing the damping gain to bm=10 Ns/m confines ΓN1

in to unit disk.

be passive. In fact, in our case, N1, N2, and Nd are all active, yet the network N is

A.S. The goal of achieving A.S. MSN, allows us to transmit explicit position signals,

which remedies the position drift problem associated with the transmission of wave

variables [35, 67].
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shows the image of unit circle Γuc obtained from drawing the circumcircle
passing the image of three points at each frequency.

5.4 Experimental Verification of A.S.

So far our designs for the A.S. of the entire network have been based on the analytical

models available from system components. In practice, model mismatch due to the

uncertainties in sensors dynamics, joint friction, joint and link flexibilities, and non-

linear effects may render the designed network potentially unstable. Here, we propose

an experimental approach to investigate the A.S. of any 2-port telerobotic network.

The general goals are to i) experimentally determine whether the input coefficient

circle Γin obtained from mapping the environment unit circle Γe = Γuc stays within

the unit circle for all frequencies, and ii) whether the interior points of the mapped

circle correspond to the interior points of Γe = Γuc. We show that for each frequency

the mapped circle can be determined by fitting a circumcircle to the three mapped

points obtained experimentally under three distinctive load conditions, namely open

slave, locked slave, and mass-carrying motion.

Theorem 10. (Experimental verification of A.S.) Consider the network N and the

input reflection coefficient Γin0, Γin∞, and Γinms, associated with the three load
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impedances

ze0=0, ze∞=k/s(k →∞), zem=mes. (5.43)

The network N is A.S. if and only if for any frequency

1) The circumcircle passing through the three points Γin0, Γin∞, and Γinm is inside

the unit circle.

2) The angle condition 0 < ̸ Γind < π is satisfied, where

Γind :=
Γinm − Γin∞

Γinm − Γin0

. (5.44)

Proof of Necessity:

Network N is A.S. if and only if the reflection coefficient Γin is passive for all

passive Γe. The necessity of 1) is easily concluded since impedances in (5.43) are

all passive. We prove the necessity of 2) by showing that the above angle condition

is equivalent to the passivity of the network parameter S22, which is a necessary

condition for the A.S. of the network when the reflection coefficient of port 1 is zero.

As discussed earlier, the input reflection coefficient Γin(Γe) is a Mobius transfor-

mation. Therefore using (5.4), Γin can be obtained from

(Γe−Γe0)(Γem−Γe∞)

(Γe−Γe∞)(Γem−Γe0)
=
(Γin−Γin0)(Γinm−Γin∞)

(Γin−Γin∞)(Γinm−Γin0)
(5.45)

where Γe=(ze−1)/(ze+1) maps the impedances in (5.43) onto the Γe-plane according
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to

Γe0=−1, Γe∞=1, Γem=(
mejω − 1

mejω + 1
), (5.46)

for free motion, locked slave, and mass-carrying motion, respectively, see Figure 5.11.

Now from (5.16), Γe=1/S22 yields Γin=∞. Setting Γin to ∞ in the above equality

and solving for S22 = 1/Γe yields

S22 =
Γed − Γind

Γed + Γind

(5.47)

where

Γed :=
Γem − Γe∞

Γem − Γe0

=
Γem − 1

Γem + 1
=

j

meω
. (5.48)

The passivity of S22 or |S22| < 1 is ensured by condition 2) since Γind and Γed are

both in the upper half-plane, and the necessity proof is complete.

Proof of Sufficiency:

We prove that conditions 1)-2) ensure that the mapping Γin(Γe) maps the load

passivity unit disk to a disk within the unit circle. First we will show that the

circumcircles defined by 1) gives the boundary of Γin for all passive Γe belonging to

the passivity unit disk. Next, we will show that condition 2) guarantees that the

points inside the circumcircles are the range of Γin.

The loads Γe0 and Γe∞ are fixed in the Γe plane. The third point is on the circle;

however, its location depends on the amount of the mass carried and the excitation

frequency. By varying the excitation frequency, the third point moves from Γe=−1
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Figure 5.12: The lumped network N represented by a cascade of master inertial com-
ponent mms and Nr.

to Γe=1 on the unit circle Γuc. The image of Γuc through the network is given by

the circumcircle passing through the images of the three points, that is Γin0, Γin∞,

and Γinm. Condition 2) and (5.47) ensures that |S22| < 1, or |α| = 1/|S22| > 1. From

Corollary II, the passivity unit disk maps to the interior of the circumcircles and the

proof is complete.

5.4.1 Analysis of the Case Study

Consider the F-P control architecture given in (5.31)-(5.32), as illustrated in Figure

5.5. The network N can be alternatively represented by cascading the master inertial

dynamics Zm=mms and the residual network Nr defined by

E1

Fe

=Zr

 F1

−Ve

 , Zr=

 bm+
kfkp
s

kfZcs+
kfkp
s

kp
s

Zcs +
kp
s

 , (5.49)

as shown in Figure 5.12. Comparing the above network with (2.1) requires E1 =

Fcm + bmVh and F1 = Vh. It is easy to show that the cascade given by Nr and

Zm allows for checking A.S. without considering the inertial dynamics of the master,

since Zm belongs to a class of mappings characterized by Proposition II, which maps

the unit disk to a unit disk. In other words, N is A.S. if and only if Nr is A.S.,
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(solid line) and the circumcircle (dashed circle) are drawn for ω=5 rad/s.

as long as the master device dynamics are dominantly inertial dynamics. The A.S.

conditions derived using Zeheb-Walach method also confirms that the master inertial

value does not affect the loci of the closed-loop system roots [78]. The main advantage

of analysingNr rather thanN , is that in the former only one robot needs to get excited

to determine the input reflection coefficient ΓNr
in .

Numerical analysis

The coefficient Γin0, Γin∞, and Γinm can be obtained for a given set of network

parameters using the relation given by (5.15) and plotted in Figure 5.13(a) for the

loads defined in (5.43). For the frequency range ω=0 . . . 40 rad/s, the above three

points are obtained from the Γin frequency response. The circle passing through the

set of three points for ω=3.14 rad/s is calculated and plotted. This routine of finding

the image of unit circle is repeated for the above frequency range in Figure 5.14.

The Figures 5.14(a) and 5.14(b) correspond to the Figures 5.5(b) and 5.10(b) when

the master mass is taken out of MSN. For frequencies above the chosen maximum
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Figure 5.14: Absolute stability analysis for the network Nr of Figure 5.12. The radius
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for the frequency range ω=1.5 . . . 40 rad/s.

frequency the circumcircles would still stay within the unit circle. The inclusion

of these circles in the unit circle concludes that the transmitted impedance to the

operator site is passive and, thus, the network is A.S.

Experimental results

Here, a set of tests will be conducted to verify the A.S. of Nr (or N) without the need

of knowing the network model or the exact values of the network parameters. The

experimental setup includes two Quanser planar twin-pantograph haptic devices used

as the master and the slave, see Figure 5.15. Each pantograph is actuated by four

direct-drive DC motors and provides three degrees of freedom at its end-point, two

translational and one rotational. The angle of rotation of each motor is measured by

a high-resolution encoder with 20, 000 counts/rev. Each pantograph is equipped with

an ATI Nano-25 force/torque sensor that allows for the measurement of operator and

environment external forces. The control systems are implemented at the sampling

rate of 1 kHz. In our experiments, we restricted the motion to the Y direction. The

same control parameters used in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.3 are utilized.
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Figure 5.15: The experimental setup, shown for the locked-slave experiment.

In order to estimate ΓNr
in , we experimentally estimate the transfer function E1/F1

by exciting the network Nr with the velocity command F1 = 0.06 sin(ωt) m/s for

0.5 ≤ ω ≤ 40 rad/s and measuring E1=kfFe N. The data is then used to obtain the

input reflection coefficient as shown in Figure 5.16. The experimental verification of

A.S. can now be completed through obtaining the circumcircle passing though the

three points of ΓNr
in for the given environments at each frequency and checking for

its inclusion within the unit disk, as shown in Figure 5.17. Note that the upper-

bound 40 rad/s is well beyond the setup cut-off frequency. Above this frequency the

energy exchange due to kinesthetic movements is negligible. A mismatch between

the experimental results in Figure 5.17 and the numerical results in Figure 5.14 for

the mapped points Γin∞, and Γinm can be seen. The reason is that the system higher

frequency dynamics such as sensor dynamics and flexibility modes are not considered

in the model.

It is noteworthy that in practice the circumcircles need not be computed and

plotted. Instead one can use the coordinates of the three mapped points Γin0, Γin∞,

and Γinm to find whether the maximum distance of the circumcircle to the center is

less than or equal to unity, that is |d(ω)| := |a(ω)| + r(ω) ≤ 1, where a(ω) and r(ω)
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Figure 5.16: The estimated values of the three-point sets Γin0,Γin∞, and Γinm for
ω=1.5 . . . 40 rad/s.
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Figure 5.17: Experimental verification of A.S. The radius of the circumcircles directed
towards the center of the plane are obtained experimentally and plotted
for the frequency range ω=1.5 . . . 40 rad/s.

are the center and the radius of the circumcircle. Figure 5.18 shows |d(ω)| for the

stipulated range of frequency, which points at the A.S. of the MSN. The advantage

of the experimental validation method is that it guarantees the A.S. of the coupled

system in the presence of sampling delays and the dynamic uncertainties, excited

at the nominal operational conditions, are not usually accounted for in the system

dynamic model.

Experimental results for time delays T=0 ms and T=100 ms are shown in Figure
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Figure 5.18: The numerical and experimental A.S. verification results are shown by
dotted and solid lines, respectively.

5.19. The steady-state tracking performance of the system can be studied through

dynamic equation of the systems. Substituting Fcm = kfFe, Fcs = kp(Xh − Xe) in

(2.1)-(2.2) and set the Laplace variable s=0 give

Fh − kfFe = 0

kp(Xh −Xe) = Fe (5.50)

The above equation explains that the F-P architecture faithfully matches force sig-

nals at steady state; also, the tracking performance relates directly to the position

controller gain kp. Increasing gain kp affects A.S. of MSN and cannot be arbitrary

large.

To show the destabilizing effect of the time delay, a case of potentially unstable

system with T=100 ms is shown in Figure 5.19(b). Increasing damping gain bm to 10

in Figure 5.19(c) stabilizes the system in the presence of time delay. The free-motion

performance is adversely affected by the larger master damping ratio and scattering

channel filtering, as it is seen by the amount of force the operator needs to exert to
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move the master while slave is not in contact. Application of geometric interpreta-

tion of the Möbius transformation to the coupled stability analysis of master-slave

networked systems was studied in this work. Based on the symmetry principle of

Möbius transformation, a new proof for the absolute stability of a 2-port network in

the scattering domain was provided. Distributed representation of a lumped network

through an example of a force-position control architecture was presented. It was

shown that the coupled stability analysis can be done by subsequently deriving map-

ping of a passive load from the slave side to the master side. Then, A.S. of the entire

system was guaranteed through ensuring bounded-Γ A.S. of the last network in the

chain.

The notion of bounded-Γ A.S. provides benefits in the design by considering a load

region denoted by circles in the complex plane and prescribed by the neighbouring

network in the cascade. The advantage of this method is shown through coupled

stability analysis of a force-position control architecture under constant time delay.

Numerical analysis shows that passivity methods can not be used because the master

and slave networks are not passive when an explicit position feedback is transmitted

through the communication channel.

Furthermore, a procedure to experimentally verify absolute stability of a master-

slave network through conducting contact task of three specific loads is presented.

Inspired by properties of a Möbius transformation, it is shown that the input reflection

coefficient for three distinct points at each frequency can uniquely determine the

response of the system to all possible passive load couplings.
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Figure 5.19: Force and position tracking results for the force-position architecture
under constant time delay. Controller parameters are stabilizing param-
eters from Section 4.1. Increasing time delay requires more damping
gain for stable response.
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5.5 Summary

Application of geometric interpretation of the Möbius transformation to the coupled

stability analysis of master-slave networked systems was studied in this work. Based

on the symmetry principle of Möbius transformation, a new proof for the absolute

stability of a 2-port network in the scattering domain was provided. Distributed

representation of a lumped network through an example of a force-position control

architecture was presented. It was shown that the coupled stability analysis can

be done by subsequently deriving mapping of a passive load from the slave side to

the master side. Then, A.S. of the entire system was guaranteed through ensuring

bounded-Γ A.S. of the last network in the chain.

The notion of bounded-Γ A.S. provides benefits in the design by considering a load

region denoted by circles in the complex plane and prescribed by the neighbouring

network in the cascade. The advantage of this method is shown through coupled

stability analysis of a force-position control architecture under constant time delay.

Numerical analysis shows that passivity methods can not be used because the master

and slave networks are not passive when an explicit position feedback is transmitted

through the communication channel.

Furthermore, a procedure to experimentally verify absolute stability of a master-

slave network through conducting contact task of three specific loads is presented.

Inspired by properties of a Möbius transformation, it is shown that the input reflection

coefficient for three distinct points at each frequency can uniquely determine the

response of the system to all possible passive load couplings.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Works

6.1 Concluding Remarks

This thesis explained challenges associated with control system design of networked

telerobotic systems. At the architecture level, we suggested a new sharing protocol

that governs the dynamic coupling among telerobots. The suggested sharing protocol

imitates the dynamic of a multi-stage gearbox system and has a simple mechanical

interpretation. This sharing protocol was used throughout the thesis as a benchmark

example for the proposed lumped and distributed analysis tools.

Extension of Zeheb and Walach criteria for absolute stability was stated. The ex-

tended theorem allows for simple imaginary poles, which in turn makes the approach

applicable to robotic systems with explicit position feedback. The method gives the

range of roots of the system characteristic equation under the set of uncertain but

passive load couplings. In comparison to Llewellyn’s method, the ZW method can

be utilized for multi-port networks. Furthermore, the ZW method deals directly with

the loci of the roots of the closed-loop system; as such, it facilitates the study of

the effect of control parameters on the system stability margin. Application of the
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method to 2-channel teleoperation architectures showed how the boundary of the zero

set provided a better understanding of the system stability margin.

A distributed modelling and control framework for the development of a stability-

guaranteed network of multiple telerobots was proposed. Each telerobot is modeled

by a multi-port network that is connected to an interacting environment or operator

at one end and to other telerobot networks at the other end through a gyrator block.

The considered performance measure is a generalized kinesthetic consensus requiring

that all telerobots have position coordination while they satisfy a force equilibrium

equation. Specifically, for this measure, a gyrator-like sharing protocol was designed

to transmit proper signals to each subsystem while maintaining passivity. Absolute k-

stability (AKS) has been used as a powerful tool for coupled stability analysis, where

it ensures stability of the interconnection of telerobot networks if each network meets

the AKS condition. To overcome any position drift, a nonlinear passive coordinating

controller was modularly designed to be linked to any robot subsystem without jeop-

ardising the AKS property of its corresponding network. The distributed nature of

the method also allows for modular stabilization under constant time delay.

Application of geometric interpretation of the Möbius transformation to the cou-

pled stability analysis of a cascade of master and slave networks was studied. Based

on the symmetry principle of Möbius transformation, a new proof for the absolute

stability of a 2-port network in the scattering domain was provided. It was shown

that the coupled stability analysis can be done by subsequently deriving mapping of

a passive load from the slave side to the master side. Then, A.S. of the entire system

was guaranteed through ensuring bounded-Γ A.S. of the last network in the chain.
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Furthermore, a procedure to experimentally verify absolute stability of a master-

slave network through conducting contact task of three specific loads was presented.

Inspired by properties of a Möbius transformation, it was shown that the input re-

flection coefficient for three distinct points at each frequency can uniquely determine

the response of the system to all possible passive load couplings.

6.2 Future Works

The current trend of research in control design of telerobotic systems focuss on aspects

such as new performance measures, multi-robot systems, and time-varying commu-

nication topology. While there have been substantial works addressing linear 1-DOF

single-user systems with traditional transparency kinesthetic measure, newer results

propose other aspects such as modularity in design, enhanced performance measures,

and extendable architectures. Furthermore, the stability of the transition phase of

contact, that is the bouncing of the remote robot till it reaches an stable contact, is

not studied for a wide range of control architectures.

Regarding the EZW method, the existing lemmas allow us to easily find the zero

set of 2-parameter and 3-parameter functions, and thus apply EZW to systems rep-

resented by 2-port and 3-port networks. For networks with port numbers higher than

3, the resultant method of Bickart and Jury, explained in [8], can be used. Develop-

ment of routines to calculate the zero set of functions with 4 or more parameters is

considered a potential future work.

A methodology to decompose a given lumped network to a number of distributed

networks while maintaining specific stability properties such as passivity or A.S. is

the future work of Chapter 4. This will facilitate applying the proposed distributed
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method to any given architecture.

The experimental verification method is currently applicable to 1-DOF linear sys-

tems. The application of the method to multi-DOF robotic systems to ensure stability

over the entire workspace of the robot is a potential future work of Chapter 5.
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Appendix A

Proof of Extended Zeheb-Walach Theorem

We start with stating a useful lemma that will be used later to prove Theorem 5

in Chapter 3. Let Q = Q(s, A) be any rational function in the complex variable

s, depending on an n-dimensional vector of parameters A = (A1, ..., An) ∈ Dn ⊆

Cn, where Dn is a Cartesian product of n closed domains of definition Dk ⊆ C,

corresponding to each of the parameters Ak, k = 1, . . . , n. We also assume that

the boundaries ∂Dk of all the regions Dk are piecewise Jordan arcs or curves. The

following lemma facilitates finding the boundary of the zero set.

Lemma 3. (Zero set boundary) [102] let ∂V be the boundary of the zero set V , and

s0 be any point on ∂V , that is s0 ∈ ∂V , then,

∃A0 ∈ ∂D ∋ Q(s0, A
0) = 0 (A.1)

The above lemma states that the parameter vectors which correspond to the

boundary points ∂V are points on ∂D.

Sufficiency Proof for Theorem 5: Condition i) relates to the poles of principal

minors and ensures stability in open termination conditions. We prove sufficiency of
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conditions i)-iv) by contradiction. Suppose an n-port system characterized by matrix

Z, complies with conditions i)-iv) and yet is not absolutely stable. Then, there exist

passive terminations z01 , . . . , z
0
n such that the solution s0 of the closed-loop system

characteristic equation

Q0(s
0, z01 , . . . , z

0
n) =

∣∣Z(s0)+diag(z01 , . . . , z
0
n)
∣∣=0 (A.2)

is in the RHP. In the following, we will use conditions i) to iii) to show that the RHP

zero s0 contradicts condition iv). From the passivity of the terminations, we state

that for all i, Re(z0i ) ≥ 0 for Re(s0) ≥ 0. By continuously varying z0i for all i towards

the short-circuit condition, that is zi → 0, the solution s0 of (A.2) will move along

a continuum of loci denoted by L. By condition i), for zi = 0∀i, the roots must

lie in the closed LHP, whereas s0 originally lay in the RHP. Hence, L intersects the

imaginary axis, that is

∃(s = jω) ∈ L (A.3)

Now consider the zero set V of

Q(s, z1, . . . , zn)=|Z(s) + diag(z1, . . . , zn)| (A.4)

where Re(zi) ≥ 0∀i. We now apply Lemma 2 to find ∂V by considering Ai = zi, Di

the RHP, and ∂Di = jxi. By Lemma 3, ∂V is the boundary of the zero set of Q in

(3.7) in condition iii), which lies in the closed LHP. Considering from (A.3) that a

point on the imaginary axis is in the zero set V , we conclude that the entire imaginary
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axis belongs to V . Specifically, for a point sϵ on the imaginary axis and positive-real

numbers ź1, . . . , źn

Q(sϵ, ź1, . . . , źn) = 0 (A.5)

Now consider the zero set V1 for the following function Q1

Q1(sϵ, s, z2, . . . , zn)=|Z(sϵ) + diag(s, z2, . . . , zn)| (A.6)

where zi, i = 2, · · · , n are positive-real numbers, and sϵ = 0 if Z(s) is analytic at

s = 0; otherwise sϵ = ϵj. Since (A.6) is a first-order equation in the independent

variable s, for every set of z2, . . . , zn, there is only one point s vanishing (A.6). From

(A.5) and (A.6), one concludes that ź1 ∈ V1. In other words, a positive-real solution

for (A.6) is found.

On the other hand, for zi = 0, i = 2, ..., n, we have,

Q1(sϵ, s, 0, . . . , 0) = |Z(sϵ)|+ s∆11(sϵ) (A.7)

where ∆11 is the first principal minor of order n−1 of the matrix Z. For the case that

|Z(sϵ)| and ∆11(sϵ) are analytic at sϵ = 0, |Z(0)| and ∆11(0) are positive by condition

ii). Thus, s, the zero of (A.7), which also belongs to V1, must be real and negative.

For the case that |Z(sϵ)| and ∆11(sϵ) are not analytic at sϵ = 0, the first term of the

Laurent series for the function Q1 about the point sϵ = 0 is

Q1(sϵ, s, 0, . . . , 0) ≈
am1

(ϵj)m1
+ s

am2

(ϵj)m2
(A.8)
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where it is assumed that am1 = lims→0 s
m1 |Z(s)| and am2 = lims→0 s

m2∆11(s). Fol-

lowing the same argument as before, since am1 and am2 are both positive and −1 ≤

m2 −m1 ≤ 0, the solution s should be in the closed LHP. Therefore, we have shown

that the zero of (A.7), for the two cases discussed above, is in the closed LHP. Thus,

while varying zi toward zero, the locus L1 of s moves from s = ź1 to the closed LHP.

This implies that at least one point on the imaginary axis belongs to V1, that is

∃(s = jω) ∈ L1 (A.9)

By Lemma 3, ∂V1 is the boundary of the zero set of Q1 in (3.21) in condition

iv). By condition iv), ∂V1 lies in the closed LHP. Considering that a point on the

imaginary axis is in the zero set V1, as proved in above, we conclude that the entire

imaginary axis belongs to V1. In particular, s = 0 ∈ V1.

Repeating this line of thought for Q2 towards Qn−1, we finally conclude that there

exists a positive-real zn such that

Qn−1(sϵ, s=0, zn)= |Z(sϵ)+diag(0, . . . , 0, s = 0, zn)|=0 (A.10)

However, (A.10) contradicts condition ii) by the same reasoning leading to the exis-

tence of a negative root in (A.7) belonging to the closed LHP. Thus, any n-port that

complies with conditions i)-iv) is absolutely stable.

Necessity Proof for Theorem 5: Assuming absolute stability of the network,

conditions i)-iv) are investigated.

Condition i): The extreme operating conditions for an absolutely stable network

are short and open circuits. Stability in these conditions requires condition i).
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Condition ii): Terminating port i by a passive load zi and leaving all other ports

open-circuit results in the following closed-loop characteristic equation

Zii + zi = 0, ∀i = 1, . . . , n (A.11)

Since Z(s) is an absolutely stable network, a necessary and sufficient condition

for the above equation to be Hurwitz is that Zii be a positive-real impedance, which

requires the following conditions at s = 0

 Zii(0) ≥ 0, if Zii is analytic at s = 0,

Res(Zii, 0) > 0, otherwise
(A.12)

for open circuit and

 Yii(0) ≥ 0, if Yii is analytic at s = 0,

Res(Yii, 0) > 0, otherwise
(A.13)

for short circuit. Now terminating ports i and j with arbitrary passive impedances

zi and zj and leaving all of the other ports open yields

Yii =
Zjj

∆
(A.14)

where ∆:=ZiiZjj−ZijZji. Equations (A.12), (A.13), and (A.14) imply ∆(s=0)>0 or

am>0,∀i, j, where am=lims→0 s
m∆(s). Repeating this reasoning with adding another

port terminated by a passive impedance, and working with a higher order principal

minor, leads to condition ii).

Conditions iii) and iv): Assume that condition iii) is not met, meaning that the
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boundary of the zero set of (3.7) is in the RHP. In this case, s = σ0 ± jω0, with

arbitrarily small σ0, belongs to the zero set of Q in (3.7). This means that there exist

real numbers x1, . . . , xn such that

Q(σ0 ± jω0, jx1, . . . , jxn) = 0 (A.15)

Now, notice that the boundary of the zero set of

Q(s, z1, . . . , zn) (A.16)

belongs to the boundary of the zero set of Q in (A.15). Since the parameter space

is a closed subspace in the complex plane, (i.e., zi varies in the closed RHP), the

zero set of Q is a closed subspace [102], and as a result the boundary of the zero

set of Q also belongs to the zero set of Q. Thus, s = σ0 ± jω0 is also a zero of

(A.16). Varying the parameters zi toward their domain of definition in the RHP, that

is zi = jxi + σi, ∀i; σi > 0, moves σ0 ± jω0 toward inside of the boundary. Thus,

s1 = s0 ± jδω = σ0 + jω1 belongs to the zero set of Q in (A.16), and the following

holds

Q(σ0 + jω1, jx1 + σ1, . . . , jxn + σn) = 0 (A.17)

Finding a passive load zi in (A.16) such that zi(σ0 + jω1) = σi + jxi completes the

necessity proof of condition iii). One choice for the case of xi > 0 is

zi(s) = Ms+B; M =
xi

ω1

; B=σi−
xi

ω1

σ0 (A.18)
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since σ0 can be chosen arbitrarily close to the origin, B > 0 and, thus, zi is passive.

A choice for the case of xi < 0 is

zi(s)=
K

s
+B; K=

ω1

√
σ2
0 + ω2

1

−xi

; B=σi+
ω1

xi

σ0 (A.19)

Again, with arbitrary small σ0, B is positive. The necessity proof for condition iv) is

similar to that of condition iii).

It should be noted that simple imaginary zeros of the characteristic equation can

occur just for open termination configurations (condition i)). It can be easily shown

that the existence of imaginary poles for a set of finite passive terminations leads to

the existence of RHP zeros for another finite set of terminations in the neighboring of

the original set. Thus, checking conditions of the extended Z-W theorem will ensure

that no imaginary zeros of any order exist for finite passive terminations.
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Appendix B

Zero Set of Three-Parameter Functions

Lemma 4. (Zero set of 3-parameter functions) [101] : Consider the 3-parameter

function

Q(s, x1, x2, x3)=
1∑

i,j,k=0

Gijk(s)x
i
1x

j
2x

k
3, x1, x2, x3∈R (B.1)

with Gijk being rational functions. Rearrange Q as

Q(s, x1, x2, x3):= G00+x1G10+x2G01+x1x2G11 (B.2)

where G00(s):=G000+x3G001, G01(s):=G010+x3G011, G10(s):=G100+x3G101, G11(s):=

G110+x3G111.

Applying Lemma 2 to (B.2) yields

q(s, x3) = g4x
4
3 + g3x

3
3 + g2x

2
3 + g1x3 + g0 (B.3)

where gi(s), i=0,...,4, are functions of Gijk(s), i, j, k = 0, 1. Let V be the zero set of
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(B.1). Then, all s ∈ ∂V satisfy

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣



g4 g3 g2 g1 g0 0 0

0 g4 g3 g2 g1 g0 0

0 0 g4 g3 g2 g1 g0

0 0 0 4g4 3g3 2g2 g1

0 0 4g4 3g3 2g2 g1 0

0 4g4 3g3 2g2 g1 0 0

4g4 3g3 2g2 g1 0 0 0



∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

= 0 (B.4)

Moreover, a point belongs to the zero set, that is s ∈ V , if, and only if one of the

following cases happens

i) |∆1| = 4g4(s) ≥ 0

ii) |∆1| < 0; and either

|∆7| < 0, or

(|∆7| > 0) ∧ (|∆3| > 0) ∧ (|∆5| ≥ 0), or

(|∆7| = 0) ∧ [(|∆5| ̸= 0) ∨ (|∆3| ≥ 0)] (B.5)

where ∆1 to ∆7 are the inners of the negative of the matrix given in (B.4).

Equation (B.4) is a counterpart of (3.13) for 3-port networks. Due to the com-

plexity of this equation, a numerical rather than an analytical solution should be

sought.


